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Creating bonds, meaning and value
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EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL

In the history of humanity, 2020 will undoubtedly
be an unusual year for more than one reason. We
have all had to give up aspects of our freedom to
overcome the Covid crisis and protect the most
vulnerable. Whole swathes of our economy have
been hit hard, plunging multiple sectors into an
unprecedented crisis. The year has been difficult
from a variety of viewpoints, but we have moved
forward together, step by step, day after day, towards
the hope of a return to something like normality.
In redefining the outlines of what is “essential”,
the pandemic has reinforced and underlined the
importance of strong public services for the whole
population.
At our own level, since electricity and gas are
essential in our daily lives, our teams on the
ground have continued to step up to the plate
24/7 to ensure the lockdown was as comfortable
as possible.
Although some of our operational projects had to
be postponed, we have made great progress in
transforming RESA to ensure we are increasingly

efficient and effective in serving our customers, our
partners and the energy transition into the future.
At the same time, we have successfully launched
the introduction of a risk and quality management
policy as we move towards an even more responsible and transparent model of governance.

Our energy at the service of
the energy transition…
Innovation is at the heart of RESA’s energy strategy,
because it allows us to address the big environmental challenges and the energy transition. Belgium’s 2050 decarbonisation target is an ambitious
project, and all the players in the energy chain will
have a role to play. It offers an opportunity to rethink
our networks: in terms of the capacity of our pipes
to carry increasingly clean, green gas; in terms
of electricity storage and flexibility (consumption
at the right time); in terms of missions relating to
shifting patterns of electricity consumption, data
management, network digitalisation etc., the his-
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toric roles of the energy sector are undoubtedly
at a key turning point, and RESA and all its staff
are determined to meet this challenge.

…	and our municipal
partners
Working for many years as partners of the Province and the 73 shareholding municipalities, we
have once again this year made investments of
around €32 million in the gas network and €46
million in the electricity network (excluding third
parties), to constantly improve the quality of our
energy supplies. Over the last 20 years, we have
devoted no less than €1.5 billion to the modernisation of our networks. This colossal investment has
important economic and societal consequences
for the province of Liège.
In a few months, RESA’s shareholding municipalities will be invited to renew this historic partnership
with RESA. Our intermunicipal agency intends to
be and to remain the favoured partner of local authorities, helping them meet the challenges of the
energy transition and continuing to work together
to create bonds, meaning and value.
Isabelle Simonis,
Chairman of the Board
of Directors

Gil Simon,
Chief Executive
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ACTIVITY REPORT
AND STATISTICS
As the main distributor of electricity and natural
gas in the province of Liège, RESA works every
day to improve the quality of its services and
adapt its network to the development of its
73 municipalities.
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Key figures in 2020

8 operating sites
899 employees
135,500 street lights
451,681 electricity supply points
249,086 gas supply points
14,435 kilometres of electricity network
8,584 km of low-voltage electricity network
and 5,851 km of medium-voltage electricity network

4,123 kilometres of gas network

3,161 km of low-pressure pipelines
and 962 km of medium-pressure pipelines

3,350,363,503 kWh/year
of demand on the electricity network

5,488,568,700 kWh/year
of demand on the gas network
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2.2 Mission & Values

Electricity and gas networks
at the heart of our business

RESA operates in 73 municipalities, with over 14,000
kilometres of electricity grid and more than 4,000
kilometres of gas networks, and is thus the main
Distribution Network Operator (DNO) for electricity
and gas in the Province of Liège.
In its role as a local public enterprise, RESA strives
daily to improve the quality of its products and services and to put in place solutions for the reliable,
efficient distribution of gas and electricity to ensure
that every household is provided with energy. This
ambition requires the strong commitment of its
900 employees around the clock, seven days a
week. True to its culture of public service, RESA
SA Intercommunale has been able to adapt and
sustain its commitments to municipalities and its
customers through clear objectives and redefined
values: PROXIMITY, RESPONSIBILITY, RELIABILITY and FAIRNESS.

Values
As Liège’s intermunicipal energy agency, RESA has
proximity woven through its DNA. This proximity
is central to its relationships with its customers,
its partner municipalities and all its stakeholders
(suppliers, partners, members of staff etc.), placing them on a sustainable foundation of trust.

RESA contributes to the energy transition and intends to facilitate the development of smart energy consumption – renewable wherever possible.
This is an important element of its responsibility to society. RESA also ensures the long-term
sustainability of its gas and electricity distribution networks, respecting the highest standards
of safety and quality.
The reliability of Liège’s network operator essentially depends on the expertise of its employees,
the consistent quality of its sites and works, the
company’s professional ethics and its adherence
to deadlines.
RESA also aims to become a vector of fairness and
solidarity. Although energy autonomy must be an
individual choice, solidarity and equal treatment of
all citizens – both rich and poor – must be a given.
RESA began a process to transform its business
over a year ago, and remains more determined
than ever to carry out the missions entrusted to it
with efficiency and ambition, in the interests of the
community and in adherence to its new values.

15
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AREAS PROVIDED WITH ELECTRICITY
AREAS PROVIDED WITH GAS
AREAS PROVIDED WITH ELECTRICITY AND GAS

Bringing energy
into your home
Working on behalf of its domestic and business
customers, RESA builds, maintains and operates
natural gas and electricity distribution networks,
takes care of new connections and changes to
existing connections and resolves breakdowns
and failures within its networks 24 hours a day.
In 2020, RESA logged 3,430 new electrical
connections and 2,044 new gas connections.

Exchanging information and contributing
to the smooth operation of the market
RESA collects and processes information about its
metering activities, supply points and consumption data and passes it on to the suppliers for
invoicing purposes.
RESA keeps the access register up to date, which
contains data on 700,767 electricity and gas supply points, and provides access to its networks
for energy market players.

16
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Fulfilling its public service obligations
and placing its expertise at the service
of both citizens and communities
The DNOs’ public service obligations (PSOs) are
defined by legislators. The PSOs include ensuring
a safe energy supply to citizens, protecting the
environment and improving the operation of the
energy market.
As part of this work, RESA raises awareness among
individuals and local communities and encourages
more rational energy use. We also prioritise technological innovation and participate actively in the
development of smart meters and grids.
With regard to public lighting, RESA designs, builds
and maintains street lights for municipal roads
and supplies them with energy. A major plan to

replace obsolete lights with LED lights is under
way in order to reduce consumption and maintenance costs and CO2 emissions.
RESA provides electricity and natural gas to vulnerable consumers with “protected customer” status
and operates as a “social provider” to customers
who cannot find a commercial supplier. In 2020,
the number of protected customers supplied with
gas and/or electricity by RESA increased to 23,196
and the number of customers supplied by default
by RESA amounted to 8,746.
To help customers manage their energy bills and
prevent debt, RESA also takes care of installing
prepayment meters so that customers can pay for
electricity and/or gas in advance. As of 31 December 2020, RESA had 12,274 active gas prepayment
meters and 21,682 electricity prepayment meters.
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2.3 A dynamic
investment
policy (€)

Investment in
the electricity grid
In 2020, RESA invested more than €46 million1 in its electricity
grid, divided up as follows:
NETWORK

Gross investment [k€]

%

LV

29,226

64%

MV

15,329

33%

OTHER

1,453

3%

TOTAL

46,008

100%

As it does every year, RESA carried out various major works
on its electricity distribution system to improve its efficiency,
safety and quality, despite the Covid pandemic:
Category

2020

Safety

0.9

Quality

1.2

Efficiency

0.1

Capacity requirements

2.6

In parallel with Elia investments

3.8

TOTAL

8.6

Category
IN PARALLEL WITH ELIA INVESTMENTS
SAFETY
QUALITY
EFFICIENCY
CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS

1 without the intervention of third parties
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2020
45%
10%
14%
1%
30%
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Investment
in the gas network

Investment
in facilities

In 2020, RESA invested more than €32 million1 in its gas network,
divided up as follows:

In 2020, RESA invested more than €5 million in its IT and buildings, divided up as follows:

NETWORK

Gross investment [k€]

%

IN FACILITIES

Gross investment [k€]

%

LP

26,525

81%

FACILITIES

884

15%

MP

6,024

18%

IT

4,907

85%

TOTAL

5,791

100%

OTHER

77

0%

TOTAL

32,626

100%

As it does every year, RESA carried out major works on its
natural gas distribution network, including replacing, relocating
and extending pipelines, technical completion and building
or replacing gas cabinets.

1 without the intervention of third parties
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Large-scale projects
on the electricity distribution
network

As it does every year, RESA carried out
major works on its electricity distribution
network to improve its efficiency, safety and quality.
Here is a summary of the main projects.

New substation
in Engis
In 2020, RESA’s strategic investments included
the construction of a 70/15 kV substation in Engis
in cooperation with Elia, the transmission network
operator (TNO).
This will provide an electricity supply for a major customer
(LHOIST) and improve the reliability of the supply
to the Engis business park and part of the municipality of Engis, Amay and Saint-Georges.

Tram @ Liège
As a utility company, RESA has contributed to
the tram system’s smooth operation since it was
launched. In terms of electricity, RESA supervises
cable relocations and commissions reconnections
to the grid as the work advances.

20

Ultimately, the substation will also make it possible
to decommission Elia’s 70/15 kV Hermalle substation in Hermalle-sous-Huy and the 70 kV section
of the Ehein substation in Engis. RESA has built a
new building and equipped it with 25 cubicles. By
the time construction is complete, 13,890 metres
of cables will have been laid. The project will be
completed in the second half of 2021.

ACTIVITY REPORT AND STATISTICS

New Hauts-Fourneaux
electrical cabin
in Ougrée (Seraing)

Improvements to
the supply for the
municipality of Stavelot

RESA’s strategic investments have also included
the construction of a 15 and 6 kV substation.

Medium-voltage cables have been laid to ensure
an improved supply to part of the municipality of
Stavelot.

This will make it possible to supply a major customer (Tensachem) and to improve the reliability
of the supply to part of the municipality of Seraing
(Ougrée, Seraing).
The electrical cabin will ultimately replace Elia’s
70/6 kV Ougrée substation in Ougrée in line with
the royal decree of 4 December 2012. RESA has
laid 13,500 metres of cables, adapted an existing
building (a former substation that supplied Ougrée’s
blast furnace B) and equipped it with 38 cubicles.
The project will be finalised in the first half of 2021.

Improvements to
the supply for the
municipality of Flémalle
Following fire damage to several installations at the Ivoz substation in September 2018
and damage to the Pont du Val substation,
RESA has adapted this facility and replaced all the
medium- and low-voltage equipment.

These new cables have made it possible to remove
the small-cross-section overhead lines (202). RESA
has laid 2,990 metres of cables and removed 2,317
metres of overhead lines.
The project will be completed in the second half
of 2021.

Improvements to
the supply for the
municipality of
Anthisnes
RESA modified the Route de Villers electrical
cabin in 2020 due to recurrent problems with the
medium-voltage electricity equipment. These
changes improved the reliability of the supply for
part of the municipality of Anthisnes.
RESA made the necessary changes to the existing
building and equipped it with 10 cubicles.

This work will improve the reliability of the electricity
supply to part of the municipalities of Flémalle and
Seraing. RESA has made the necessary changes
to the existing building and equipped it with 19
cubicles.
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Large-scale projects
on the gas distribution
network
RESA carried out major works on its
natural gas distribution network in 2020,
including replacing, relocating and
extending pipelines, technical completion and
building or replacing gas cabinets.

Here is a summary of the main projects
completed in 2020.

Spa, Rue Royale –
Rue de la Poste
RESA relocated and cleaned medium- and low-pressure installations as part of the complete renovation
of the Hôtel des Thermes and the construction of
an underground car park. The new arrangements
also required the neighbourhood cabinet to be
moved to a permanent location in the basement
of the Casino.

Tram @ Liège
Since the launch of the tram project in Liège,
RESA has played an active part in ensuring the
work proceeded smoothly, alongside the other
utility companies involved, including monitoring
the relocation of gas pipes and the replacement
of connections.

24
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Saint-Nicolas,
Rue Murébure

Chaudfontaine,
Calidis apartments

RESA completed the renovation of its Fluxys-RESA
entry point in 2020. This project involved renovating the building and all the technical equipment
of the entry station.

As part of the Calidis housing project located in
the Domaine de la Rochette estate, RESA laid a
dual extension to the network consisting of 60
metres of medium-pressure pipes and 42 metres
of low-pressure pipes. This new infrastructure also
required a new low-pressure cabinet to be installed
to supply three blocks of 45 luxury apartments.
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2.4 Electricity statistics

In 2020, the energy demand across all of RESA’s networks amounted to

3,350,363,503 kWh

RESA’s situation
Energy demand
In the region served by RESA, the total consumption by all
customers dropped by 4.41% in 2020 in comparison with 2019.

The annual energy total of 3,350,363,503 kWh
comes from:

The evolution in the energy demand across all of RESA’s customers over the last 14 years is as follows:

6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0
Resa (GWh)

2007

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

IMO 1 (GWh)

The Intermosane 1 section was incorporated in the RESA figures from June 2017.
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LOCAL GENERATION
ELIA
DNO EXCHANGES

11.68%
87.51%
0.81%
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Total energy consumed
The total energy passing through our network in
2020 amounted to 3,423,099,835 kWh.
The highest quarter-hourly power demand of the
year in the region served by RESA was on Wednesday 22 January 2020. On this date, the maximum
power consumption on our network amounted to
631,472 kW at 6.30 pm. It should be noted that
the maximum power consumption in 2020 took
place during the peak rate period.

The breakdown of the energy consumed across
all the RESA networks is shown in the table below:
SECTOR

Residential and
non-residential use

631,472 kW

30,000

1,683,451,746

97.50

Street lighting

43,241,292

2.50

1,726,693,038

54.08

Medium voltage

50,000

40,000

Proportion (%)

Low voltage

TOTAL

Wednesday 22 January 2020:

2020
Energy (kWh)

Services

661,499,484

45.12

Industry

804,702,542

54.88

TOTAL

1,466,202,026

45.92

Overall total

3,192,895,064

100.00

20,000

10,000

0

ELIA [kW]
LOCAL GENERATION [KW]
INTEREST–RESA [kW]
AIEG–RESA [kW]
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2.5 Gas statistics

In 2020, the energy demand across all of RESA’s networks amounted to

5,488,568,700 kWh
Gas figures in 2020
Sales breakdown by tariff – volume

The RESA network is divided into 12 sectors, one for each
pressure reduction station (SRA).

0.09%
13.08%

Energy demand on the RESA network

The energy demand on the network is broken down as follows:

2.25%

10.85%
61.10%
12.63%

Tariff group
CNG (CNG)
T1 (0–5,000 kWh)
T2 (5,001–150,000 kWh)
T3 (150,001–1,000,000 kWh)
T4 (> 1,000,000 kWh)
T5 (> 1,000,000 kWh and < 10,000,000 kWh)
T6 (> 10,000,000 kWh)
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SRA name
Energy demand in 2020 (kWh)
AMAY
62,412,825
ANDENNE
148,413,334
ENGIS
20,429,237
EST
1,067,488,004
HANNUT
28,345,243
HERMALLE-SOUS-HUY
7,277,401
HUY
194,805,306
LIEGE
3,518,201,172
SAINT-GEORGES
10,184,357
SPIME (WAREMME)
71,812,931
VERVIERS
314,679,738
VILLERS-LE-BOUILLET
44,519,152
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Energy demand
In 2020, the energy demand across all of RESA’s
networks amounted to 5,488,568,700 kWh.
In the region served by RESA, the total consumption by all customers dropped by 6.07% in 2020
in comparison with 2019.
This fall is due to the total number of degree days
decreasing by 10.07%. 2020 was warmer than 2019
(2,076 degree days in 2019 and 1,867 in 2020).
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The “degree days” graph provides an overview of
the temperature and thus the average profile of
heating demand for a household. As far as gas
is concerned, this is closely linked to the annual
or monthly consumption of energy.

2,500

Hourly volumes
In 2020, the coldest day was on 22 January 2020
(+1.3°C, equivalent to 15.2 degree days, as this
is the number of degrees below the average of
16.5 degrees for a day measured in Uccle), with
consumption over the day of 3,161,361 Nm³ and
a peak hourly demand of 169,524 Nm³ at 7 am.
The hourly volumes injected into the network in
2020 (in Nm³) are shown below.
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The energy demand per month in 2020 is shown
below, with the corresponding degree day total.
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Management report
by the Board of Directors
on the annual accounts
as at 31 December 2019

In accordance with the Belgian Companies and Associations Code
and the Local Democracy and Decentralisation Code,
we are honoured to present our report on the financial year
covering the period from 1 January to 31 December 2020 and to submit
the annual accounts closed on 31 December 2020 for your approval.
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First of all, the Board of Directors wishes to bring
to your attention the following information regarding the 2020 financial year:

I. Finding a balance
A. Between crisis management…
As announced in the review of our 2020–2022 strategic plan, 2020 is a year of transition for our intermunicipal agency. Most of the resources released
and the initiatives put in place to meet our many
challenges1 will only take effect in 2021 or 2022.
All our efforts were sadly interrupted on 18 March
2020, when Belgium officially went into lockdown
as part of the collective struggle against the Covid-19 pandemic.
Though RESA’s activities are considered to be part
of an essential sector, the measures taken by the
federal government still had an impact. Although
our company did everything in its power to continue to fulfil its public service missions regarding
network safety and the supply of energy to all its
private and business customers, several – or even
most – of the agency’s projects suffered serious
delays2.

For nearly two months, working from home became obligatory for all jobs that allowed it and the
principle of social distancing3 had to be applied
to the remaining jobs. Gradual resumption of onsite activities until all staff could be present at least
50% of the time could not begin until June 2020.
During this period, daily discussions were held with
the country’s other three major DNOs to coordinate
the stages by which operations and projects could
be resumed, always taking the health regulations
into account as they were applied.
Despite the difficulties and restrictions encountered during these difficult months, the Board of
Directors is of the opinion that these elements
did not negatively affect the company’s ability to
pursue its activities, as shown by the encouraging
results achieved during this financial year. Aware
of their company’s objectives and challenges, all
the members of RESA’s staff once again stepped
up to the plate and mobilised collectively to bring
energy to the whole province of Liège. The Board
particularly wants to emphasise the excellent work
by the in-house occupational safety and protection department, without which it would not have
been possible for staff to resume their work safely.

1	Customer satisfaction, efficient networks, new activities and corporate culture are the four themes of our development.
2	Non-essential projects postponed, a slow-down in activities, lower energy consumption, suspension of the execution of public
contracts etc.
3	Social distancing is a non-pharmaceutical way of controlling infections used to stop or slow the spread of very contagious diseases by separating individuals from each other.
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B. … and performance management…

C. … to keep moving forwards

RESA is a public company whose purpose is to
satisfy all its stakeholders. The company must equip
itself with the human, financial, technical and technological resources necessary to respond to the
needs of its customers. To achieve this, RESA is
engaged in a far-reaching internal reorganisation
and repositioning process.

The technological and environmental challenges
facing the energy sector (decarbonisation, decentralisation and digitalisation) remain many and
complex. RESA, resolutely focused on the future,
does everything in its power to play an active part
in this collective effort.

This cannot succeed without strong governance
bodies, correctly informed, delegated management
with regular reporting and effective internal control.

1. Creating synergies

This is the context in which the Board of Directors
and senior management took the decision in 2018
to implement an internal audit function within the
company. After precisely defining the agency’s
needs, a process that highlighted the necessity
of creating a risk management function, the new
functions were filled during the last quarter of 2020.

As the primary energy distribution network operator
in the province of Liège, RESA contributes to the
province’s economic and social development by
providing a high-quality service to citizens, public
authorities and businesses. In order to keep listening to its customers, RESA has to equip itself
with the tools it needs to achieve its objectives.

The Board of Directors believes that the work of
these two departments, expected in the first half
of 2021, will have a positive impact on the agency’s performance.
However, recruitment to these two key functions
was not the company’s only task in terms of human resources. To respond to all the challenges
it faces, the agency has launched an ambitious
recruitment plan aiming firstly to consolidate its
operational staff, the essential foundation of its
organisation.

For example, RESA is a member of Inter-Regies,
an umbrella body that organises coordination and
collaboration between pure distribution network
operators in Wallonia in areas where it is more efficient to collaborate and/or where regional, federal
and European expertise is required.

The number of workers people listed on the staff
register as at 31 December 2020 thus increased to
899 from 891 in 2019 (884.9 FTEs). A third of this
recruitment took place within operational teams.

In parallel with this collaboration, RESA has worked
with the other DNOs to develop a shared strategic vision of how their role will evolve. This shared vision, a basis for anticipating future needs
in terms of data exchange and preparing a multiyear development programme, was shared with
other market stakeholders (suppliers, transmission
providers, balance responsible parties, flexibility
providers etc.) at the end of 2020 and represents
a road map for transforming RESA into a Distribution System Operator (DSO).

These 899 members of staff consist of 142 managers (140.6 FTEs), 444 clerical workers (435.7 FTEs)
and 313 manual workers (308.6FTEs).
As at 31 December 2020, the agency also employed eight temporary workers.
In terms of staffing changes, the 2020 financial year
saw 34 departures, of which 25 were retirements.
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This contribution takes a variety of forms, of which
the main examples are set out below.

Synergies are also developed with the country’s
other three major DNOs – Fluvius, Ores and Sibelga – including the project to purchase and deploy
smart meters between 2020 and 2039 in Wallonia.
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Since the liberalisation of the energy market, RESA
has been fulfilling a role as a market facilitator as
well as a network operator. Network operators
thus become responsible for exchanging the data
that enables market stakeholders to carry out their
activities – billing end customers, balancing withdrawal and injection – and managing the associated market processes.
In this context, Distribution Network Operators
(DNOs) are evolving and modernising to become
Distribution and Data System Operators, incorporating network constraints into the operation of the
energy markets4.
The evolution of market needs and new practices
in terms of data services, the data exchange and
management platforms to be established for the
purpose and the associated governance and transition plan are all parameters that must be taken
into account in order to fulfil this new role.
The flexibility and storage markets will provide
valuable assistance in facilitating the operation
of the future energy system, and RESA intends
to be part of the response to these challenges
as a central player in the energy transition that is
the ambition of Wallonia, the federal government
and Europe.

2.	Corporate social
responsibility – CSR
While RESA seeks to become a major player in
the energy transition in Wallonia by developing its
activities on behalf of the community, the Board of
Directors is convinced that the agency’s actions on
its own behalf can also make a positive contribution
to overcoming our climate challenges.
In spring 2020, the Board decided to examine
several projects for renewable energy generation
in order to reduce its energy bills. These projects
to produce photovoltaic panels on a large scale,
still at the study stage, are being developed in
accordance with directives from the Wallonia
energy regulator, CWaPE, on energy generation
for self-consumption, including covering network
losses, X5 and social supply and consumption in
the DNO’s own buildings.
Full implementation of these projects is subject to
final approval by the Board of Directors and the
regulator based on the financial and legal details
presented to them.
Beyond these large-scale projects, RESA has also
decided to promote6 the use of green vehicles, both
for its operational fleet and for company vehicles
provided to its staff, and wishes to pursue these
efforts by developing a full CSR policy within the
agency in the coming years.

4	Supply market, flexibility market, TPDA market and energy
community market.
5 Temporary supplier
6 From 2021.
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II.	Regulatory context and
market trends
A.	2019–2023 pricing
methodology and review
of Authorised Revenue

The authorised revenue corresponds to the income the DNO can charge for its electricity and
gas distribution activities.

The 2019-2023 methodology currently in force was
published by the regulator on 17 July 20177, ending
the four-year transitional period that followed the
transfer of power for setting prices from the federal
government to the regions in July 2014.
The methodology is based on a “revenue cap”
approach that will strengthen incentives. It requires
the DNO to cut the costs within its control every
year by a cumulative amount of 1.5% over 4 years
(the X factor), heightening regulatory pressure on
the DNO’s operational activities. It also introduces
an evolving factor linked to quality of service (the
Q factor).
This factor has been set at 0 for the 2019–2023
period, but during the next regulatory period its
value will be directly linked to quality indicators
to be established in the short term by the DNOs.
The regulator is currently working with the DNOs
to put these quality indicators in place.

RESA REVIEW REQUEST
WITH SMOOTHING

The 2019–2023 methodology also divides the pricing process into two phases: the establishment
of an Authorised Revenue corresponding to an
annual tariff budget for each year of the regulatory
period and the translation of this authorised revenue into distribution tariffs for electricity and gas.

This authorised revenue was revised in 2020. In line
with article 54 section 2 of the pricing methodology
applicable to electricity and natural gas distribution
network operators in the Wallonia region during
the 2019–2023 regulatory period, RESA issued a
reasoned request for a review of the authorised
revenue, which has a significant, long-term impact
on the financial situation of the DNO (threshold
fixed at 2% of annual authorised revenue).
This request for a review covered the integration of
the main impacts of RESA’s new independence,
granted following the 11 May 2018 decree amending the 12 April 2001 decree on the organisation of the regional electricity market and the 19
December 2002 decree on the organisation of the
regional gas market.
In its decision, issued on 19 October 2020, CWaPE
approved the request to review the 2019–2023
Authorised Revenue submitted by RESA on 6 October. The additional Authorised Revenue amounts
for each year (smoothed over the four years) are
listed in the table below.

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

ELECTRICITY

3,866,695

3,866,695

3,866,695

3,866,695

15,466,780

GAS

1,916,076

1,916,076

1,916,076

1,916,076

7,664,303

7	Changes were made by decision of the regulator on 9 October 2018 that do not affect the decisions previously made
with regard to authorised revenue.
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For the 2020 financial year, RESA’s Authorised
Revenue has been fixed at €174.3 million for electricity distribution and €97.9 million for gas distribution, totalling €272.2 million.
In line with the 2019–2013 pricing methodology,
2020 was characterised by the introduction of a
new tariff charge, the capacity charge for prosumers based on the net power that installations
can develop. This charge is designed to cover
unmeasured consumption by prosumers with meters running backwards, restoring the balance in
the distribution of network costs for these users.
The application of this price component was delayed twice during 2020 by Walloon government
orders8, and it began to affect the DNO’s grid fee
on 1 October 2020.
At the same time, the 1 October 2020 decree took
force, ending the compensation between the quantities of electricity consumed and injected into the
network and awarding bonuses to promote rational energy use and electricity generation using
renewable energy sources. This covers:

►► recovery for DNOs of the amounts not billed
during the first nine months of the year via a
claim declaration submitted to the Wallonia region. This shortfall will thus not affect the DNO’s
future tariffs;
►► a system of bonuses compensating the customers concerned for the effects of this prosumer
tariff, first fully and then partially, paid by the DNO
and then taken over by the Wallonia region, also
based on claim declarations;
►► a system of bonuses for requests to install smart
meters.

B.	Approval of 2016, 2017 and
2019 regulatory balances
In 2020, the regulator issued its decisions on
the regulatory balances (the difference between
customer payments and the DNO’s costs) for the
years 2016, 2017 and 2019. RESA’s accounts reflect the fact that these regulatory balances have
been approved.
Decisions on the regulatory balances for 2018
have been postponed until 2021, as they require
additional examination, particularly for electricity.

C.	Trends in the
2020 financial year
For electricity, 2020 saw an increase in distribution
revenues of 2%. However, these revenues include
a provision for the above claims from the Wallonia region, covering the absence of billing of the
prosumer tariff between 1 January 2020 and 30
September 2020 (€10 million excluding VAT). Without this provision, there would have been a drop
of 5% in the distribution revenues actually billed.
For LV, if we isolate the impact of the new prosumer
tariff, we see a volume effect of -0.9% and a price
effect of -6.4%. This price effect is balanced by
the application of the prosumer tariff from 1 October 2020 and the claim from the Wallonia region
for the first nine months. Ultimately, LV revenues
increase by 3%. Trans LV, MV and Trans MV follow the same downward trend in terms of volume
(-5.6%, -6.6% and -8.5% respectively).

8 This measure resulted from the willingness of the Government
– as expressed in its declaration of its regional policy published
on 20 September 2019 – to implement without delay a draft
proposal for a fee payable by prosumers for a five-year period
following its implementation.
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For gas, 2020 saw a 2% drop in distribution revenues, mainly due to proportional pricing components. We see a 3% reduction in volumes confirmed by a fall in the number of degree days (2020
was warmer than 2019) and a drop in prices for
T2 customers.
The combination of these elements led to stability in RESA SA Intercommunale’s grid fee sales
revenue (distribution fees).

ELECTRICITY – 2020 TARIFFS IN €/YEAR INC. VAT – DC CUSTOMERS
(1,600 kWh peak hours/1,900 kWh off-peak hours)
(the percentages express the deviation from the weighted average)
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Figure 1 – Source: CWaPE – RESA – other DNOs

The same applies to RESA’s gas distribution tariffs
for a D3 customer (23,260 kWh/year), for example,
as illustrated by the following graph:
GAS – 2020 TARIFFS IN €/YEAR INC. VAT – D3 CUSTOMERS (23,260 KWH)
(the percentages express the deviation from the weighted average)
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As shown by the graph below, for example, RESA’s
low-voltage electricity distribution tariffs for a residential DC customer (3,500 kWh/year, €292.25/
year) are below the weighted average for Wallonia’s DNOs (€320.12/year), reflecting its efforts
to be efficient and to control its operating costs.

0
AIEG

In future, as the regulatory pressure on DNOs intensifies, it will be up to the agency to continue to
demonstrate strict management and the greatest
possible efficiency in the management of controllable costs to avoid reducing its profits, i.e. its fair
profit margin. To maintain its profitability, RESA
must therefore continue to improve its efficiency,
particularly by managing its assets and dedicated
resources optimally.

330.70

252.93

400
300
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100

Figure 2 – Source: CWaPE – RESA – other DNOs
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III.	Operational
activities
A.	Evolution of the ATRIAS project,
	the federal clearing house
platform for market participants
In 2020, ATRIAS set itself the goal of strengthening its important position in the Belgian energy
market by playing the role of preferred ICT partner
for distribution network operators in order to meet
their shared needs cost-effectively.
From an operational viewpoint, the year 2020
for ATRIAS was focused on organising tests of
the Central Market System (CMS) project, which
will enter operation in September 2021, and on
developing the Smart Prepayment project with
all the market stakeholders.
Belgium’s DNOs and ATRIAS SCRL have been
developing the Central Market System since 20119.
It aims to provide a federal platform for building
a new clearing house based on the MIG6 standard, with all the features needed in response to
new requirements arising from the operation of
the market.
The Smart Prepayment platform enables energy
consumers with a digital prepayment meter to pay
for their energy in advance and pay back any debts in a structured way. Payments are made via a
web interface or using payment terminals in CPAS
public social service centres and DNO customer
service departments. For RESA, this solution was
scheduled to enter service in early 2021.
Within RESA, the Atrias@RESA programme consolidates all the components of the internal transformation aiming to implement the changes associated with the deployment of the new market
model in its own systems, as well as the specific
activities linked to integration with the Central Market System (CMS).

B. Large-scale projects
1. Tram @ Liège
Tram @ Liège is a project to create tram lines
connecting the major centres of the Liège conurbation. Line 1 is scheduled for opening in October 2023. The work required to complete the line
involves numerous relocations of utility networks,
including RESA’s, as well as electrical connections
to supply the trams.
The Tram-Ardent consortium thus needs to relocate nearly three kilometres of medium- and lowpressure pipes as well as twenty kilometres of
medium- and low-voltage cables under the supervision of the RESA teams. Some of this network
relocation took place during the second half of
2019, and the work will continue until the end of
2021. The relocation work taking place at the end
of 2020 focused on Boulevard d’Avroy, Boulevard
de la Sauvenière, Quai Saint-Léonard and Place
Coronmeuse.
As well as relocating the networks, RESA is responsible for monitoring the supply of electricity
to the tram traction stations and its storage and
maintenance centre. Eight new connections and
ten kilometres of cable laying equivalent to 14.55
MVA of power will thus have to be completed by
the end of 2021. This work began in 2019.

2.	New electricity substations
Several ambitious studies were carried out for
new substations. These aim firstly to reduce our
environmental footprint (optimising the energy
performance of our new-generation, heat-insulated, smaller substations to limit our environmental impact) and secondly to operate on a smaller
budget, despite increased efficiency in terms of
our network reliability, to ensure the continued
satisfaction of our customers.
RESA has completed several significant projects
during the past year involving primary and secondary
substations with a view to ensuring the long-term
sustainability of strategic infrastructure, including
facilities for injecting energy into our MV network.

9 2012 for RESA.
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Specifically, these investments included:

►► Finalising the Ans primary substation at a cost
of €1,150k

►► Completing part of the Engis substation at a cost
of €1,450k and the Hauts-Fourneaux secondary
substation in Seraing for €1,800k
 he Engis and Seraing projects will be finished
T
during 2021.

3.	PSO3 – Plan to replace street lights
with LEDs

IV.	Quantified analysis
of the annual accounts
Before presenting an analysis of the annual accounts, we would like to inform you that the rating
agency Moody’s, following its annual review in
November 2020, confirmed its A2 rating (uppermedium grade) given to RESA during the bond
issue on the Alternext market in July 2016. The
stability of this bond will be supported in future
by results in line with expectations and control of
the financial ratios.

In 2020, RESA continued the PSO3 public service
obligation programme launched in 2019 to replace
its 120,000 street lights with LED technology over
a period of six years10. This ambitious programme
represents an investment of more than €40 million, of which almost €23.3 million comes from
RESA, with the remainder of the bill being paid
by the municipalities benefiting from the plan. The
project is funded from the savings on energy and
maintenance costs.

A. Balance sheet and income
statement

In 2020, RESA replaced approximately 8,600 lights
in the municipalities of Berloz, Burdinne, Flémalle,
Fléron, Geer, Herstal, Nandrin, Oreye, Remicourt,
Stavelot, Villers-le-Bouillet, Wasseiges and Welkenraedt, corresponding to investment by the agency
of €2.65 million.

►► Fixed assets worth €1,390,074,430.21, consis-

RESA also drew up the complete programme for
2021. This includes studies and contracts to replace
32,000 light fittings in 35 municipalities.

1. Balance sheet
The balance sheet total for RESA SA Intercommunale amounts to €1,605,867,123.92.
The main asset headings are as follows:

ting mainly of the value of the electricity and
gas networks;
►► Stocks and outstanding orders: €18,323,394.69;
►► Amounts receivable within one year: €111,987,225.41,
including €73,167,712.62 of trade debts;
►► Cash and cash equivalents: €30,518,799.98;
►► Accruals: €53,989,799.68.
The main liability headings (after posting the income for the 2020 financial year) are as follows:

►► Equity amounting to €806,197,598.31, including
the capital contribution of €657,880,492.30 (represented by 9,063,477 shares), €141,130,668.07
of reserves, €3,236,134.76 of income carried
forward and €3,950,303.18 of capital subsidies;
►► Provisions for liabilities and charges: €12,872,504.79;
►► Debts due after more than one year: €538,749,182.75,
including the bond issue of €500 million.

10 The deadline set by order of the Walloon government on 14 September 2017 was 10 years
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►► Amounts payable within one year: €239,866,601.55,
including €36,854,664.11 of financial debts,
€113,432,255.45 of trade debts, €14,031,258.93
of tax, salary and social security liabilities,
€42,314,313.24 of advance payments received
on orders and €33,234,109.82 of other debts;
►► Accruals: €8,181,236.52.

3. Comparability
The cost of salaries, social security contributions
and pensions is significantly higher than in 2019,
while services and other goods fall correspondingly. This is due to the large influx of staff on 1
July 2019, who have now been with the agency
for a full year and are supported by RESA’s 2020
income statement.

2. Income statement
Operating income amounts to €377,085,875.11,
made up as follows:
Turnover

€294,595,427.86

Capitalised production:

€72,672,567.83

Other operating income

€9,714,511.38

Non-recurring operating income

€103,368.04

The operating costs amount to €305,106,099.52,
made up as follows:
Raw materials and consumables
Miscellaneous services and goods

€35,925,285.98
€101,530,850.56

Remuneration, social security
and pensions

€81,661,144.04

Depreciation, value
reduction and provisions

€56,760,180.78

Other operating costs

€20,280,054.02

Non-recurring operating costs

B. Distribution of profits proposed
to the General Meeting

€8,948,584.14

The operating cash flow (EBITDA) amounts to
€137,688,540.51, with an operating result (EBIT)
of €71,979,775.59.
The financial result is a negative figure of €7,644,655.09.
The result before tax for the year ended is a profit
of €64,335,120.50.
The profit after tax amounts to €49,847,670.94.
After transfer to tax-free reserves, the allocatable
profit amounts to €47,847,920.94.

Profit to be distributed

€47,847,920.94

Profit carried forward
from the previous period

€3,236,134.76

Allocation to the legal reserve

€2,492,383.55

Allocation to available reserves
Profit to be carried forward
Compensation for contribution:
Other beneficiaries

€26,255,537.39
€3,236,134.76
€18,800,000.00
€300,000.00

The proposed return on capital is calculated based
on the profit generated and the cash available
during the financial year. A healthy distribution
policy has been in place since the 2018 financial
year, preventing any deterioration in the cash position. Dividend distribution beyond this amount
would force RESA to incur debt, which has been
specifically and unanimously advised against by
the whole Board of Directors. Moreover, this would
have a direct impact on RESA’s financial ratios
and consequently its credit rating (A2 rating from
Moody’s), affecting its borrowing capacity and
costs. Moreover, based on the covenants of the
bond issue, the return on capital is limited to a
percentage of the profit for the financial year.
As explained in the 2020–2022 strategic plan adopted at the General Meeting in December 2019,
RESA’s planned cash flows should make it possible to serve a prudent, constant, predictable
dividend. A dividend distribution of this amount,
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€18.8 million, is at broadly the same level as the
dividend historically paid to municipal and provincial partners for energy activity sectors 1 (electricity) and 5 (gas), an overall total of €17.5 million.
The road fee is now paid directly to municipalities,
and no longer included in the dividend. In addition
to the dividend paid via Enodia, RESA pays the
municipalities directly an annual sum of €9 million
in electricity and €8.1 million in gas, totalling €17.1
million, for the road fee alone.
The total cash flow paid by RESA amounts to €35.9
million annually (dividend + road fee). This represents a significant amount, both by value and as
a percentage of revenue (> 10%).
It should be emphasised that the proposed dividend
level is sustainable over the 2019–2023 pricing
period based on budget and pricing forecasts.
In addition, in accordance with article 54 section 2
of the articles of association, a contribution to the
staff community service fund is proposed. This
endowment of €0.3 million will launch the fund.

C.	Risks and uncertainties
facing the company
1. Health crisis linked to the Covid-19
coronavirus pandemic
Following the spread of the Covid-19 coronavirus,
government measures were taken to respond to the
health crisis, including mandatory home-working
and social distancing. Though these measures
could have significantly affected the life of the company, RESA did everything it could to continue its
essential activities.
It is important to emphasise that RESA belongs to
a regulated sector, and consequently its income
is based on the authorised revenue, which is not
affected by the pandemic. Finally, thanks to all
the measures put in place within RESA, no activities were stopped due to sickness absences. As
a result, the Board of Directors is of the opinion
that the health crisis did not negatively affect the
company’s ability to pursue its activities.

2. Draft decree transposing
the Market Design and RED II
European directives
Directives 2019/944 and 2018/2001 on energy market rules (“Market Design”) and the promotion of
renewable energy have not yet been fully transposed into Walloon law. These draft texts leave a
degree of uncertainty, and thus an opportunity,
with regard to the roles the DNO can play in the
energy transition.
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3. Walterre - Order of the Walloon
government dated 5 July 2018 on
soil management and traceability

4. New pricing methodology
(2024–2028)

The Walloon government’s order of 5 July 2018
on soil management and traceability took force
on 1 May 2020. Since this date, the way soil is
managed, depending on its volume, must take
account of its quality, origin and characteristics,
as well as the ways it is used at sites receiving the
soil. Introducing this kind of traceability, analysis
and evaluation system for excavated soil should
make it possible to track soil from its original site
to the receiving site.

CWaPE, the Walloon energy regulator, has begun
its preparatory work for the new 2024–2028 pricing methodology. This should be published in
mid-2022 to enable DNOs to submit their pricing
proposals in early 2023 and have their distribution
prices approved by 1 January 2024. The methodology will be made available for public consultation
during the first half of 2022.

All movements of soil must be accompanied by a
notification of the transfer and, for volumes above
400 m³, an analysis must be carried out and a soil
quality control certificate issued.
The application of this new order has led to a significant increase in treatment prices due to a lack of
competition between industrial players – there are
not enough authorised installations able to process earth extracted from roads – and because
the recovery and/or treatment prices are set solely
by a few private companies. Compared with previous costs, the price for soil treatment in several
new contracts has been seen to rise threefold.
A new amendment to this Walloon government
order is currently being drafted (for completion
by the end of June), and RESA’s teams, together
with other cable and pipeline operators, are working closely with the office of the Ministry of the
Environment via the Environment Working Group
to ensure the sector’s concerns are heard.

2020-2021

H1 2022

Thematic working
groups with DNOs
(and others)

Publication of
draft pricing
methodology and
consultation

It should be remembered that the DNOs’ investments take place within a budgetary framework
defined by the regulator, based on the principles
described in the methodology.
In this context, CWaPE launched two studies in 2020:

►► The first study analyses and quantifies the impact
of macroeconomic changes in the electricity
and gas distribution sectors that will have an
influence on the roles and activities of DNOs
active in the Wallonia region between 2024 and
2028. For each energy vector, the study aims
to determine a cost evolution factor for all the
DNOs operating in Wallonia.
►► The second study is designed to propose an
appropriate method for measuring the individual
efficiency of each electricity and gas DNO in
Wallonia in order to replace the common efficiency factor with an individual factor for the
2024–2028 regulatory period.
So far, the factors that will apply to RESA for 2024–
2028 are not yet known.

July 2022

2023

2024/01/01

Publication of
final pricing
methodology

Analysis of
DNOs' pricing
proposals

New 24-28
prices
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D.	Significant events since
the end of the financial year
1.	DNO approval
renewal process

2. Health crisis linked to the Covid-19
coronavirus pandemic – cont.

On 16 February 2021, the Minister of Energy, Philippe Henry, published a notice in the Belgian official journal about the renewal of the designated
electricity and gas distribution network operators.

As described above, government action was taken
as early as March 2020 to address the health crisis
related to the spread of the Covid-19 coronavirus.
Some of these measures have continued during
the first four months of 2021, including the obligation to work from home. However, the operational
impacts of the measures have been kept under
control thanks to the various activities carried out
internally by the in-house health and safety department (rearranging offices, organising tests etc.).

This procedure, set out in the decrees on the organisation of the regional gas and electricity markets,
specifies that municipalities that are members of an
electricity and/or gas distribution network operator
must issue a transparent and non-discriminatory
call for applications within the next year, individually or collectively, in order to select a candidate
distribution network operator in their territory. The
appointment, approved by the Walloon government,
will be valid for the next twenty years.
The company has since begun an information process for all the municipalities it serves with both
gas and electricity in order to advise them about
the renewal procedure and to answer any questions on RESA’s future investments in their territory.
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E. Circumstances that may have
a notable influence on the
development of the company
but are not likely to cause it
serious harm
None.
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F.	Research and development
activities
With regard to innovation, RESA has identified two
important priorities for work. The first transformation
and innovation theme focuses on the core business of the DNO and the evolution towards smart
grids. The second theme focuses on new lines
of business and the idea of becoming a market
facilitator. These two areas can be illustrated with
the diagram below and the following examples of
topics and initiatives.
During the 2020 financial year, these initiatives took
place in the following fields:

►► A long-term partnership was agreed with three
other DNOs to purchase and deploy smart meters
in Belgium. Within this partnership, the specifications for the meters and a standard data acquisition system have been defined. Consensus has
also been reached on their future development.
The tendering process has been launched and
a call for bids has been issued.
►► Work and discussions aiming to initiate innovation partnerships with other industrial and academic partners have also begun:
• A partnership with CE+T and the University
of Liège to evaluate opportunities for better
energy management in the residential context,
to maximise the energy produced locally (selfconsumption by prosumers) and to minimise
its impact on the distribution networks. This
will be based particularly on trials of energy
conversion and domestic storage devices.

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

• A partnership with John Cockerill to study, test
and promote technological solutions around
the Power to Gas process. These solutions
could allow the use of green energy vectors, such as green hydrogen produced with
renewable electricity or synthetic gas from
the methanation process, which could be
injected into RESA’s distribution networks.
►► The development of new systems for the intelligent distribution of electricity and gas: smart
distribution (planning and operations).
►► The development of new tools and methodologies
for managing the network infrastructure. More
specifically, a first step has been taken in order
to acquire a tool for congestion management.
A study of functional and IT needs was carried
out in 2020. In the future, such a tool will help to
optimise the integration of renewable electricity
generation into our networks by managing the
potential risks of congestion this could generate.
►► The development of new methodologies enabling
new models for trading and markets (energy and
flexibility). RESA and three other DNOs have
adopted a common framework for future work to
facilitate the energy transition on behalf of their
customers and all the players concerned. The
transformation of network operators into system
and data operators is central to this vision.
►► The development of new energy distribution
technologies: electricity/gas technology surveillance.

New lines of business
and the role of market facilitator

Core business transformation and Smart Grid

“New lines of business
and the role of market facilitator”

DNO core activities

Energy communities
Storage
Prosumers
Data management
Alternative mobility
Smart City
Etc.

5 Increasing integration of decentralised
renewable energy
5 Integration of charging stations
5 Interactions with energy communities
5 Etc.

Planning /
Engineering

Operations

Customers and Markets

5 Smart planning

5 Smart opération

5 Market flexibility

5 Network model

5 Technical flexibility

5 Data management

5 Energy flow studies
(Loadflow)

5 Congestion management

5 Smart meters

5 Surge control

“Core business transformation and Smart Grid”
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However, in accordance with the provisions of article 16 section 1 of the decree of 12 April 2001 on
the organisation of the regional electricity market
and article 17 section 1 of the decree of 19 December 2002 on the organisation of the regional
gas market, the company decided to establish an
operating subsidiary, RESA Innovation et Technologie SA (BCE 0724.552.089) on 4 April 2019
and to transfer some of its tasks to this company.
Since its establishment, the subsidiary has been
carrying out all the activities listed above on behalf
of RESA and under its control.

G. Existence of branches
None.

I. Information in application of
	article 3:6, section 1 paragraph
9 of the Belgian Companies
and Associations Code
Based on his professional experience as a company auditor, the chairman of the audit committee has all the necessary skills in accounting and
auditing matters.
There are no conflicts of interest between directors
and shareholders.
In accordance with the stipulations of the Belgian
Local Democracy and Decentralisation Code, the
following documents are appended to this management report:

►► The company’s functional organisation chart
(Appendix 1);

H. Information about the use
of financial instruments

►► The specific report of the Board of Directors on
share purchases (Appendix 2);

►► The 2020 annual report of the Remuneration
Committee (Appendix 3);

►► The remuneration report of the Board of DirecRESA uses financial hedging instruments such
as interest rate swaps.

tors (Appendix 4).
We kindly ask you to approve the annual accounts
presented and to grant discharge to the directors
and to the auditor for their work over the past financial year.

Liège, 28 April 2021.
On behalf of the Board of Directors,

Isabelle Simonis
Chairman of the Board of Directors
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APPENDIX 1

Functional organisation chart
of the company as at
31 December 2020

Senior management
Finance
Pricing and regulation
IT
Human resources
Strategy and transformation
Technical and operational
The full version can be consulted at the company’s head office on request.
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APPENDIX 2

Specific report
by the Board of Directors
on share purchases occurring
during the 2020 financial year

In accordance with article L1512-5 of the Belgian Code of Local
Democracy and Decentralisation (CDLD), a specific report on
share purchases, written and issued by the Board of Directors and
separate from the management report, is presented every year
to the General Assembly in the first half-year, in accordance with article
L1523-13 section 3 of the same code. This specific report enables the partners
to reconstitute the amount of financial holdings in the
financial fixed assets on the asset side of the balance sheet,
and to stay up to date with how these interests have evolved over the year.

Total financial holdings on
the assets side of the
balance sheet
The company balance sheet as at 31 December 2020 lists financial fixed assets amounting to
€189,449.39 (item IV of the balance sheet assets,
BNB format). These are mainly made up of RESA’s financial holdings in associated companies
or companies with a shareholding connection,
amounting to €178,149.39.

Historical holdings
RESA Innovation et Technologie
– agency operating company
On 4 April 2019, before its transformation into a
public limited company in the form of an intermunicipal agency, RESA established an operational
subsidiary, RESA Innovation et Technologie, a private limited company with its head office at 11,
rue Sainte-Marie, 4000 Liège, listed in the Liège
company register under the number 0724.552.089.
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The share capital of this company is fixed at €61,500,
represented by 1,000 shares without mention of
their nominal value, each representing one thousandth of the company’s equity.
In accordance with the stipulations of article 16 of
the decree of 12 April 2001 on the organisation of
the regional electricity market and article 17 of the
decree of 19 December 2002 on the organisation of
the regional gas market, the equity of this company
is fully owned by the distribution network operator,
which delegates to it all or part of its day-to-day
network operation, or, where applicable, by the
DNO’s shareholders.
Since 4 April 2019, the Company has thus been a
99.90% shareholder in RESA Innovation et Technologie SA (999 shares); the intermunicipal agency
ENODIA SCRL, the direct majority shareholder in
RESA, holds the final share.
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ATRIAS - federal clearing
house platform for market
participants
The Distribution Network Operators and ATRIAS
SCRL have been involved in the Central Market
System (federal clearing house) programme for
several years.
This programme aims to create a platform capable
of supporting information exchange in the fastchanging smart energy world.

New shareholdings
RESA did not acquire any new shareholdings during the 2020 financial year.

Changes in
shareholdings
Companies

The share capital of ATRIAS SCRL is set at €18,600
and is represented by 372 shares. RESA holds 58
shares in the company, i.e. 15.59%.

INTER-REGIES
Inter-Regies organises coordination and collaboration between pure distribution network operators
in the electricity, natural gas and cable communications sectors in areas where it is more efficient
to collaborate and/or where regional, federal and
European expertise is required. Inter-Regies provides effective operational and legal/regulatory
services to its affiliated companies for this purpose.

2020

ATRIAS

2019

Change

€2,900.00

€2,900.00

€0.00

INTER-REGIES

€113,810.89

€113,810.89

€0.00

RESA
Innovation
et Technologie

€61,438.50

€61,438.50

€0.00

28 April 2021,
On behalf of the Board of Directors,
Isabelle Simonis,
Chairman

The share capital of INTER-REGIES SCRL amounts to
€435,214 and is represented by 9,918 shares. RESA
holds 4,591 shares in the company, i.e. 46.29%.
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APPENDIX 3

2020 Annual Report

by the Remuneration Committee
established in accordance with article L1523-17 of the Local Democracy
and Decentralisation Code

I. Preamble
Article L1523-17 of the Belgian Local Democracy
and Decentralisation Code (CDLD), amended by
the decree of 29 March 2018 to strengthen governance and transparency in the provision of public
services within local and supra-local organisations
and their subsidiaries, has redefined the tasks of
the Remuneration Committee as follows:

“Section 2 .../... It drafts and approves a written
evaluation report annually on the adequacy of the
remuneration and any other benefits, financial or
not, granted to members of governance bodies
and to senior executives during the previous financial year, and of the remuneration policy overall. It
issues recommendations to the Board of Directors. It gives the Board of Directors a reasoned
justification for remuneration other than simple
attendance fees.
This is submitted to the Board of Directors and
appended to the management report drawn up
by the directors in line with article L1523-16 paragraph 4.”
In application of the above article, the Remuneration Committee signed off its annual report during
its session on 31 March 2021.

II. Overall remuneration
	policy and adequacy
of remuneration
The remuneration policy applied to members of
governance bodies should be distinguished from
that used for directors.

A. Members of governance
bodies
The General Meeting on 18 December 2019 agreed
to set the remuneration to be received by members of the Board of Directors and its associated
committees as follows from 1 January 2020, using
the index 138.01:

►► For the Chairman: €19,997 gross/year i.e.
€34,132.92 from 1 January 2020 to 31 March
2020 and €34,814.81 from 1 April 2020 to 31
December 2020;
►► For the Vice-Chairman: €14,997.75 gross/
year i.e. €25,599.60 from 1 January 2020 to 31
March 2020 and €26,111.01 from 1 April 2020
to 31 December 2020;
►► For board members: €125 gross/meeting attended, i.e. €213.36 from 1 January 2020 to 31
March 2020 and €217.63 from 1 April 2020 to
31 December 2020;
►► For Audit Committee members: €125 gross/
meeting attended, i.e. €213.36 from 1 January
2020 to 31 March 2020 and €217.63 from 1 April
2020 to 31 December 2020;
►► Members of the Remuneration Committee
fulfil their functions at no cost.
These amounts were set in application of the provisions of the Local Democracy and Decentralisation Code.
Apart from the remuneration described above, the
members of the Board of Directors do not receive
any other benefit, either financial or not.
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The payment of an attendance fee to the Directors
and Audit Committee members for their participation at meetings of the company’s governance
bodies is justified by the need to value their commitment and the participatory nature of the committees’ work.
As far as the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the
Board of Directors are concerned, payment of a
monthly salary is justified by the preparatory work
they have to carry out before the Board of Directors can make decisions and define policy directions. Representing the company in its dealings
with the various municipal, provincial and regional bodies, they also carry out coordination work
between the various bodies within the company
(Board of Directors, Audit Committee, Remuneration Committee).
The salaries of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman
are paid in full if the Chairman or Vice-Chairman
attend 80% of the meetings of the governance
bodies at which their participation is required. If
an unjustified absence is confirmed, this remuneration is reduced by 10% if the person in question
is present at fewer than 80% of the meetings. If
the attendance level falls below 70% or 50%, the
amount withheld rises to 30% or 60% respectively.

B. Senior
executives
Senior executives are defined by the CDLD as:
“persons occupying a managerial function characterised by the exercise of a measure of authority, a
degree of responsibility and a level of remuneration
reflecting the position on the organisation chart.”

Applying this definition to the intermunicipal agency,
there are currently seven senior executive roles:

►► Chief Executive;
►► Strategy and Transformation Director;
►► Technical and Operational Director;
►► Finance Director;
►► Human Resources Director;
►► IT Director;
►► Tariff and Regulation Director.
These senior executive roles make up the intermunicipal agency’s Executive Committee, the company’s internal governance body in charge of its
day-to-day management.
In fact, while day-to-day management is legally
delegated to the Chief Executive in accordance with
article L1523-18 paragraph 1 of the CDLD, the CEO
can sub-delegate this authority. This responds to
the will of the Board of Directors, which wants the
agency’s management to be decided collectively
by the various senior executives.
The remuneration policy for senior executives for
2020 was approved by decision of the Board of
Directors on 22 August 2018, based on the proposal from the Remuneration Committee at its
meeting on 16 August 2018.
A benchmark for remuneration was produced on
behalf of RESA by a consulting company specialising in human resources to inform the remuneration policy. This benchmark covers more than
300 Belgian companies representative of various
sectors of activity, and has also been compared
with the remuneration data of other distribution
network operators in the country. It has also been
analysed in relation to the CDLD regulations on the
remuneration of senior executives at intermunicipal
agencies and significant local public companies.
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This remuneration policy was re-evaluated on 2
December 2020 by the Remuneration Committee,
which defined a scale for the senior executive roles
and classified the executives on their respective
scales with effect from 1 January 2021.
It should be noted, however, that the annual salary of the local management official (i.e. the chief
executive) is capped at the amount stipulated by
the CDLD, which is €268,762.95 in 2020, and that
the annual salaries of the other senior executives
are set in accordance with this limit, taking the
benchmark into account.
Salary increases for members of the Board of Directors can only take place after a minimum of
three years and a maximum of five years based
on a positive annual appraisal and a very positive
global appraisal over the appraisal period (three to
five years). However, the practical arrangements
for this appraisal are still to be defined and will
depend on the setting up of the appraisal system
under development within the company.
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Each executive also enjoys benefits in kind which,
in accordance with appendix 4 of the CDLD, are
not covered by the remuneration ceiling. These
benefits are as follows: company car based on a
car policy applicable to all the managerial staff of
the company, fuel card, mobile phone and contract,
computer, group insurance calculated according
to the same method as for all staff under contract,
hospital and outpatient insurance and guaranteed
income insurance.

Liège, 31 March 2021.
For the Remuneration Committee,
Pierre Stassart,
Chairman of the Committee.
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APPENDIX 4

Remuneration report for 2020
by the Board of Directors

In accordance with article L6421-1 of the Belgian Code of Local
Democracy and Decentralisation (the “CDLD”), the RESA SA Board
of Directors produces an annual written remuneration report giving
details of the attendance fees, salaries and benefits in kind
received by individual named directors, non-elected officials and local
senior executives over the previous financial year.
This report, adopted by the Board of Directors, is appended to the
management report on the 2020 statutory accounts prepared by the
Directors, placed on the Agenda of the General Meeting held during
the first half of each year and discussed there.

General information about the institution
Identification number (BCE)

0847.027.754

Type of institution

Intermunicipal agency

Name of institution

RESA SA

Reporting period

2020
NUMBER OF MEETINGS

General meeting

2

Board of Directors

13

Executive office

None.

Remuneration committee

2

Audit committee

7

Sector committee

None.

Executive committee

46
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Members of the Board of Directors

Function

Date1

Last name
and first name

Gross annual
salary 2

Details of
remuneration
and benefits3

Justification for
the remuneration
if other than an
attendance fee

List of
other roles
associated with
the function
with any
remuneration

Percentage
attendance
at meetings

Chairman

SIMONIS
Isabelle

€34,644.30

Annual compensation

Decision
of the General
Meeting on
18 December
2019

Chairman of
RESA Innovation
et Technologie
SA since 16
October 2019:
not remunerated

100% (13/13 4)

Vice-Chairman

GUILLAUME
Pol

€25,983.18

Annual compensation

Decision of the
General
Meeting on
18 December
2019

Vice-Chairman of
RESA Innovation
et Technologie
SA since 4
April 2019: not
remunerated

100% (13/135)

€0.00

Not remunerated

N/A

N/A

84.62% (11/13)

ANTOINE
Laurent

Observer
Director

Since
7 October 2020

BOLS
Thomas

€870.51

Attendance fee

N/A

N/A

100% (4/4)

Director

Until
18 March 2020

CAMPSTEIN
Léon

€640.08

Attendance fee

N/A

N/A

100% (3/3)

Director

COEME
Guy

€2,381.12

Attendance fee

N/A

N/A

92.31% (12/135)

Director

GRIGNARD
Michel

€2,167.76

Attendance fee

N/A

N/A

84.62% (11/135)

LOFFET
Alexandre

€1,292.97

Attendance fee

N/A

N/A

77,78% (7/9)

Director

LOMBARDO
Marie-Josée

€2,598.74

Attendance fee

N/A

N/A

100% (13/136)

Director

SAAL
Caroline

€1,950.13

Attendance fee

N/A

N/A

76.92% (10/136)

Director

STASSART
Pierre

€2,598.74

Attendance fee

N/A

N/A

100% (13/136)

Director

THANS DEBRUGE
Anne

€2,598.74

Attendance fee

N/A

N/A

100% (13/136)

Director

TIHON
Kévin

€1,736.77

Attendance fee

N/A

N/A

69.23% (9/136)

OVERALL TOTAL

18 PEOPLE

Director

Until
21 September
2020

€84,757.55

1 If changed during the year
2	Remuneration includes benefits in kind. Where relevant, remuneration includes the total attendance fees received. Remuneration is limited to the applicable limits on compensation and benefits in kind in the exercise of associated roles, in accordance with article L5311-1, section 1 of the Code.
3	T he different components of gross annual remuneration and benefits (annual salary or attendance fee amount for each function, any other benefits). A
benefit in kind is defined as any benefit, generally of any type, that does not take the form of a financial payment and is granted in exchange for fulfilling the
role. The amounts of benefits in kind enjoyed by the holders of associated roles are calculated on the basis of the rules applied by the tax administration
in respect of income tax (article L5311-2, section 1).
4	T he 14 May 2020 session was organised electronically on an exceptional basis. No attendance fees were paid for this session.
5	The 14 May 2020 session was organised electronically on an exceptional basis. No attendance fees were paid for this session.
6	The 14 May 2020 session was organised electronically on an exceptional basis. No attendance fees were paid for this session.
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Any comments
The salaries of the members of the Audit Committee are covered below.

Function

Date7

Last name
and first name

Gross annual
salary 8

Details of
remuneration
and benefits9

Justification for
the remuneration
if other than an
attendance fee

List of
other roles
associated with
the function
with any
remuneration

Percentage
attendance
at meetings

Chairman

GRIGNARD
Michel

€652.86

Attendance fee

N/A

N/A

100% (7/7)

Director

COEME
Guy

€652.86

Attendance fee

N/A

N/A

85.71% (6/7)

Director

LOMBARDO
Marie-Josée

€652.86

Attendance fee

N/A

N/A

100% (7/7)

OVERALL TOTAL

3 PEOPLE

€1,958.58

Members of the Executive Committee
Function

Last name
and first name

Gross annual
salary 8

Details of
remuneration
and benefits9

Justification for
the remuneration
if other than an
attendance fee

List of
other roles
associated with
the function
with any
remuneration

Percentage
attendance
at meetings

Chairman

SIMON
Gil

NR

N/A

N/A

N/A

100% (46/46)

Member

DE LAET
Christian

NR

N/A

N/A

N/A

97.83% (45/46)

Member

WARICHET
Luc

NR

N/A

N/A

N/A

97.83% (45/46)

Member

COHEUR
Murielle

NR

N/A

N/A

N/A

91.30% (42/46)

Member

SPIRLET
Olivier

NR

N/A

N/A

N/A

100% (46/46)

Member

GORDENNE
Laurence

NR

N/A

N/A

N/A

95.65% (44/46)

Member

LEPIEMME
Dorothée

NR

N/A

N/A

N/A

93.48% (43/46)

OVERALL TOTAL

7 PEOPLE

7 If changed during the year
8	Remuneration includes benefits in kind. Where relevant, remuneration includes the total attendance fees received. Remuneration is limited to the applicable limits on compensation and benefits in kind in the exercise of associated roles, in accordance with article L5311-1, section 1 of the Code.
9	The different components of gross annual remuneration and benefits (annual salary or attendance fee amount for each function, any other benefits). A
benefit in kind is defined as any benefit, generally of any type, that does not take the form of a financial payment and is granted in exchange for fulfilling the
role. The amounts of benefits in kind enjoyed by the holders of associated roles are calculated on the basis of the rules applied by the tax administration
in respect of income tax (article L5311-2, section 1).
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Any comments
1-	Executive committee - governance
body until 29 May 2019

2- Remuneration

As mentioned in the previous report, in its capacity as a private limited company until 29 May
2019, the Company had an Executive Committee
established in application of article 524(b) of the
Companies Code.

The members of this governance body did not
receive any remuneration for exercising their role as
members of the company’s Executive Committee.
However, they do receive remuneration for acting
as local management officials or senior executives,
functions which they have exercised throughout
the year. The relevant table can be found below.

The transformation into an intermunicipal agency
has caused this governance body to disappear
in legal terms, but its members, who occupy senior executive roles, continue to meet on a weekly
basis to discuss subjects associated with RESA’s
day-to-day management, in accordance with the
wish of the Board of Directors. In 2020, this internal
governance body met 46 times.

Holders of senior executive roles
Function

Last name
and first name

Gross annual
salary 10

Details of the gross
annual salary 11

List of associated roles linked to the function,
with any remuneration

SIMON
Gil

€268,762.35

Payments in cash

Director of Inter-régies: NR
Chairman of the Executive Committee
of RESA Innovation et Technologie SA: NR
Director of Synergrid ASBL: NR

Deputy chief executive

WARICHET
Luc

€210,981.90

Payments in cash

Director of Inter-régies: NR
Member of the Executive Committee of RESA
Innovation et Technologie SA: NR

Technical and operational
director

DE LAET
Christian

€192,508.74

Payments in cash

Director of ATRIAS: NR
Director of Inter-régies: NR
Director of Synergrid ASBL: NR
Member of the Executive Committee of RESA
Innovation et Technologie SA: NR

Tariff and regulation
director

COHEUR
Murielle

€204,020.10

Payments in cash

Member of the Executive Committee of RESA Innovation et Technologie SA: NR

Finance director

SPIRLET
Olivier

€183,438.09

Payments in cash

Member of the Executive Committee of RESA
Innovation et Technologie SA: NR
Director of OGEO2 PENSION: NR

IT director

GORDENNE
Laurence

€177,883.13

Payments in cash

Member of the Executive Committee of RESA
Innovation et Technologie SA: NR
Director of ATRIAS: NR

Human resources director

LEPIEMME
Dorothée

€187,862.63

Payments in cash

Member of the Executive Committee of RESA
Innovation et Technologie SA: NR

TOTAL REMUNERATION

7 PEOPLE

Chief executive
Local management official

€1,425,456.94

For the Board of Directors:
Isabelle Simonis
Chairman
10 The indexed total gross annual compensation, including all cash and all benefits that can be evaluated as cash.
11 T he different components of gross annual remuneration (payments in cash, any other benefits in accordance with the rules in appendix 4 of the Code).
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ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
2020
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4.1 Balance sheet after appropriation
Assets (in euros)
CODES

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

21/28

1,390,074,430.21

1,375,900,278.83

21

19,010,816.23

19,012,341.43

Tangible fixed assets

22/27

1,370,874,164.59

1,356,698,488.01

Land and buildings

22

30,679,835.22

31,947,526.72

Plant, machinery and equipment

23

1,236,871,790.69

1,218,643,632.17

Furniture and vehicles

24

5,190,451.40

5,858,340.72

START-UP COSTS
FIXED ASSETS
Intangible fixed assets

Leasing, finance and similar entitlements

25

Other tangible fixed assets

26

Assets under construction and advance payments

27

98,132,087.28

100,248,988.40

Financial fixed assets

28

189,449.39

189,449.39

Affiliated companies

280/1

61,438.50

61,438.50

280

61,438.50

61,438.50

282/3

116,710.89

116,710.89

282

116,710.89

116,710.89

11,300.00

11,300.00

Shareholdings
Receivables
Companies linked by participating interests
Shareholdings
Receivables
Other financial fixed assets
Shares
Receivables and cash guarantees
CURRENT ASSETS
Amounts receivable after more than one year

281

283
284/8
284
285/8

11,300.00

11,300.00

29/58

215,792,693.71

182,979,401.13

29

973,473.95

1,003,323.95

Trade receivables

290

Other receivables

291

973,473.95

1,003,323.95

3

18,323,394.69

16,058,976.66

30/36

17,848,036.48

15,583,618.45

30/31

17,848,036.48

15,583,618.45

Stocks and orders in progress
Stocks
Supplies
Work in progress

32

Finished goods

33

Goods purchased for resale

34

Property intended for sale

35

Advance payments

36

Orders in progress
Amounts receivable within one year
Trade receivables
Other receivables
Short-term investments
Own shares
Other investments

37

475,358.21

475,358.21

40/41

111,987,225.41

107,789,785.39

40

73,167,712.62

76,471,286.29

41

38,819,512.79

31,318,499.10

50/53
50
51/53

Cash and cash equivalents

54/58

30,518,799.98

31,502,474.50

Accruals

490/1

53,989,799.68

26,624,840.63

20/58

1,605,867,123.92

1,558,879,679.96

TOTAL ASSETS
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Liabilities (in euros)
CODES

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

10/15

806,197,598.31

775,372,175.95

10/11

657,880,492.30

657,880,492.30

10

657,880,492.30

657,880,492.30

Subscribed capital

100

657,880,492.30

657,880,492.30

Uncalled capital

101

CAPITAL AND RESERVES
Equity
Capital

4

Other than capital

11

Issue premiums

1100/1

Other

1109/1

Revaluation gains

12

Reserves

13

141,130,668.07

110,382,997.13

130/1

16,280,500.68

13,788,117.13

130

16,280,500.68

13,788,117.13

Reserves not available
Legal reserve
Reserves not available under the articles of association

1311

Acquisition of own shares

1312

Financial support

1313

Other

1319

Untaxed reserves

132

3,594,630.00

1,594,880.00

Available reserves

133

121,255,537.39

95,000,000.00

Profit (loss) carried forward (+)/(-)

14

3,236,134.76

3,236,134.76

Capital subsidies

15

3,950,303.18

3,872,551.76

Advance to partners on the distribution of net assets5

19
16

12,872,504.79

10,369,502.54

160/5

12,872,504.79

10,369,502.54

12,872,504.79

10,369,502.54

PROVISIONS AND DEFERRED TAXES
Provisions for liabilities and charges
Pensions and similar obligations

160

Tax charges

161

Major repairs and maintenance

162

Environmental obligations

163

Other liabilities and charges
Deferred taxes
AMOUNTS PAYABLE
Amounts payable after more than one year
Financial debts

164/5
168
17/49

786,797,020.82

773,138,001.47

17

538,749,182.75

545,603,846.86

170/4

538,749,182.75

545,603,846.86

500,000,000.00

500,000,000.00

38,749,182.75

45,603,846.86

Subordinated loans

170

Unsubordinated debentures

171

Leasing, finance and similar debts

172

Credit institutions

173

Other loans

174

Trade debts

175

Suppliers

1750

Notes payable

1751

Advance payments for orders
Other amounts payable

176
178/9
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Amounts payable within one year

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

42/48

239,866,601.55

216,789,292.35

Current portion of amounts payable after more than one year

42

6,854,664.11

7,075,268.80

Financial debts

43

30,000,000.00

20,057,493.78

Credit institutions
Other loans

430/8
439

30,000,000.00

20,057,493.78

Trade debts

44

113,432,255.45

104,174,681.76

Suppliers

440/4

113,432,255.45

104,174,681.76

46

42,314,313.24

37,916,493.34
19,415,436.20

Notes payable
Advance payments for orders
Taxes, remuneration and social security

441

45

14,031,258.93

Taxes

450/3

3,313,086.14

9,221,226.81

Remuneration and social security

454/9

10,718,172.79

10,194,209.39

Other amounts payable
Accruals
TOTAL LIABILITIES
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CODES

47/48

33,234,109.82

28,149,918.47

492/3

8,181,236.52

10,744,862.26

10/49

1,605,867,123.92

1,558,879,679.96

ANNUAL ACCOUNTS

4.2 Income statement
(in euros)
CODES

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

70/76A

377,085,875.11

373,416,303.04

Turnover

70

294,595,427.86

287,335,010.46

Stocks of finished goods, work and orders in progress: increase (decrease) (+)/(-)

71

Capitalised production

72

72,672,567.83

77,275,811.60
8,733,972.34

Operating income

Other operating income
Non-recurring operating income
Operating costs
Raw materials, consumables

-150,305.07

74

9,714,511.38

76A

103,368.04

221,813.71

60/66A

305,106,099.52

292,705,146.89

60

35,925,285.98

37,736,988.07

600/8

39,422,465.91

41,274,119.19

609

-3,497,179.93

-3,537,131.12

Miscellaneous services and goods

61

101,530,850.56

133,872,238.53

Remuneration, social security costs and pensions (+)/(-)

62

81,661,144.04

46,147,511.80

630

48,693,115.80

49,661,066.56

631/4

5,564,062.73

2,620,061.99

Purchases
Decrease (increase) in stocks

Depreciation and write-offs of start-up costs and intangible and tangible fixed assets
Amounts written down on stocks, orders in progress and trade debts:
allocations (write-backs) (+)/(-)
Provisions for liabilities and charges: allocations (uses and write-backs (+)/(-)

635/8

2,503,002.25

12,271.26

Other operating costs (+)/(-)

640/8

20,280,054.02

21,045,029.69

Operating costs transferred to assets as restructuring costs

649

Non-recurring operating costs

66A

8,948,584.14

1,609,978.99

9901

71,979,775.59

80,711,156.15

75/76B

130,926.41

140,737.00

75

130,926.41

140,737.00

Operating profit (loss) (+)/(-)
Financial income
Recurring financial income
Income from financial fixed assets

750

Income from current assets

751

3,032.13

44,922.91

752/9

127,894.28

95,814.09

65/66B

7,775,581.50

7,871,557.54

Other financial income
Non-recurring financial income
Financial charges
Recurring financial charges

76B

65

7,775,581.50

7,871,557.54

Debt charges

650

7,527,857.57

7,722,548.92

Amounts written down on current assets except stocks, orders in progress
and trade debts: allocations (write-backs)

651
247,723.93

149,008.62

64,335,120.50

72,980,335.61

67/77

14,487,449.56

21,443,428.40

670/3

14,760,875.41

21,682,847.26

77

273,425.85

239,418.86

9904

49,847,670.94

51,536,907.21

Other financial charges
Non-recurring financial charges
Profit (loss) for the period before taxes

652/9
66B
9903

Transfers from deferred taxes

780

Transfers to deferred taxes

680

Income taxes (+)/(-)
Taxes
Tax adjustments and write-back of tax provisions
Profit (loss) for the period
Transfers from untaxed reserves

789

Transfers to untaxed reserves

689

1,999,750.00

847,280.00

Profit (loss) to be appropriated

9905

47,847,920.94

50,689,627.21
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4.3 Appropriations
and deductions
(in euros)

Profit (loss) to be appropriated
Profit (loss) for the financial year to be appropriated (+)/(-)
Profit (loss) carried forward from the previous financial year (+)/(-)
Transfers from capital and reserves

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

9906

51,084,055.70

119,612,980.12

(9905)

47,847,920.94

50,689,627.21

14P

3,236,134.76

68,923,352.91

28,747,920.94

97,576,845.36

791/2

from capital

791

from reserves

792

Transfers to capital and reserves
to capital

691/2
691

to the legal reserve

6920

2,492,383.55

2,576,845.36

to other reserves

6921

26,255,537.39

95,000,000.00

Profit (loss) to be carried forward

(14)

3,236,134.76

3,236,134.76

Owner’s contribution in respect of losses (+)/(-)

794
694/7

19,100,000.00

18,800,000.00

Compensation for contribution

694

18,800,000.00

18,800,000.00

Directors or managers

695

Employees

696

Other beneficiaries

697

Profit to be distributed
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CODES

300,000.00

ANNUAL ACCOUNTS

4.4 Appendices to the
annual accounts
(in euros)
Statement of intangible fixed assets
Development costs
CODES
Acquisition value at the end of the period
Changes during the period

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

8051P

64,270.29

8021

Acquisitions, including capitalised production

8031

Sales and disposals

8041

Transfers from one heading to another

8051

64,270.29

Acquisition value at the end of the period
Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period

8121P

64,270.29

Changes during the period
Recorded

8071

Written back (+)/(-)

8081

Acquisitions from third parties

8091

Cancelled owing to sales and disposals

8101

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8111

Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period
NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR

8121

64,270.29

81311

Concessions, patents, licences, know-how, brands and similar rights
CODES
Acquisition value at the end of the period Changes during the period

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

8052P

53,659,391.51

Acquisitions, including capitalised production

8022

Sales and disposals

8032

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8042

10,764,352.73

8052

66,487,285.08

Acquisition value at the end of the period

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

2,063,540.84

Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period
Changes during the period

8122P

Recorded

8072

Written back

8082

Acquisitions from third parties

8092

Cancelled owing to sales and disposals

8102

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8112

Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period
NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR

48,636,097.77
4,250,958.26

8122

52,887,056.03

211

13,600,229.05
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Goodwill
CODES
Acquisition value at the end of the period

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

8053P

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR
6,608,846.58

Changes during the period
Acquisitions, including capitalised production

8023

Sales and disposals

8033

Transfers from one heading to another

8043

Acquisition value at the end of the period
Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period (+)/(-)

8053

6,608,846.58

8123P

4,550,353.38

Changes during the period
Recorded

8073

Written back

8083

Acquisitions from third parties

8093

Cancelled owing to sales and disposals

8103

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)
Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period
NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR

650,050.48

8113
8123

5,200,403.86

212

1,408,442.72

CODES

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

Advance payments

Acquisition value at the end of the period

8054P

11,930,554.49

Changes during the period
Acquisitions, including capitalised production

8024

2,835,942.70

Sales and disposals

8034

Transfers from one heading to another

8044

-10,764,352.73

Acquisition value at the end of the period

8054

4,002,144.46

Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period (+)/(-)

8124P

Changes during the period
Recorded

8084

Acquisitions from third parties

8094

Cancelled owing to sales and disposals

8104

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)
Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period
NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR
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8074

Written back

8114
8124
213

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

4,002,144.46
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Statement of tangible fixed assets
Land and buildings
CODES
Acquisition value at the end of the period

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

8191P

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR
59,282,069.99

Changes during the period
Acquisitions, including capitalised production

8161

262,981.62

Sales and disposals

8171

1,762,000.02

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8181

330,113.91

8191

58,113,165.50

Acquisition value at the end of the period
Revaluation surpluses at the end of the period

8251P

3,118,595.64

Changes during the period
Recorded

8211

Acquisitions from third parties

8221

Cancelled

8231

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8241

Revaluation surpluses at the end of the period
Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period

83,320.69

3,035,274.95

8251

30,453,138.91

8321P

1,014,234.93

Recorded

8271

1,014,234.93

Written back

8281

Acquisitions from third parties

8291

Cancelled owing to sales and disposals

8301

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8311

-10,164.41

8321

30,468,605.23

(22)

30,679,835.22

Changes during the period

Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period
NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR

988,604.20
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Plant, machinery and equipment
CODES
Acquisition value at the end of the period

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

8192P

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR
1,689,616,384.41

Changes during the period
Acquisitions, including capitalised production

8162

26,733,707.71

Sales and disposals

8172

22,853,260.11

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8182

41,074,288.48

8192

1,734,571,120.49

Acquisition value at the end of the period
Revaluation surpluses at the end of the period

8252P

497,190,448.53

Changes during the period
Recorded

8212

Acquisitions from third parties

8222

Cancelled

8232

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8242

Revaluation surpluses at the end of the period
Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period

8252

2,686,453.38

494,503,995.15

8322P

968,163,200.77

Changes during the period
Recorded

8272

Written back

8282

Acquisitions from third parties

8292

Cancelled owing to sales and disposals

8302

16,591,129.35

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8312

10,164.41

Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period
NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR
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40,621,089.12

8322

992,203,324.95

(23)

1,236,871,790.69
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Furniture and vehicles
CODES
Acquisition value at the end of the period

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

8193P

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR
28,396,370.57

Changes during the period
Acquisitions, including capitalised production

8163

728,033.56

Sales and disposals

8173

1,213,329.02

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8183

760,860.13

8193

28,671,935.24

Acquisition value at the end of the period
Revaluation surpluses at the end of the period

8253P

509,656.98

Changes during the period
Recorded

8213

Acquisitions from third parties

8223

Cancelled

8233

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8243

Revaluation surpluses at the end of the period

8253

Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period

11,956.13

497,700.85

8323P

23,047,686.83

Changes during the period
Recorded

8273

Written back

8283

Acquisitions from third parties

8293

Cancelled owing to sales and disposals

8303

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8313

Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period

2,156,783.01

1,225,285.15

8323

23,979,184.69

(24)

5,190,451.40

CODES

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR

Assets under construction and advance payments
Acquisition value at the end of the period

8196P

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR
100,248,988.40

Changes during the period
Acquisitions, including capitalised production

8166

40,048,361.40

Sales and disposals

8176

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8186

-42,165,262.52

8196

98,132,087.28

Acquisition value at the end of the period
Revaluation surpluses at the end of the period
Changes during the period

8256P
8216

Recorded

8226

Acquisitions from third parties

8236

Cancelled

8246

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8256

Revaluation surpluses at the end of the period

8326P

Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period
Changes during the period

8276

Recorded

8286

Written back

8296

Acquisitions from third parties

8306

Cancelled owing to sales and disposals

8316

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8326

Depreciation and amounts written down at the end of the period

(27)

98,132,087.28
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Statement of financial fixed assets
Related enterprises – participating interests and shares
CODES
Acquisition value at the end of the period

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

8391P

61,438.50

Changes during the period
Acquisitions

8361

Sales and disposals

8371

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8381

Acquisition value at the end of the period
Revaluation surpluses at the end of the period

8391

61,438.50

8451P

Changes during the period
Recorded

8411

Acquisitions from third parties

8421

Cancelled

8431

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8441

Revaluation surpluses at the end of the period

8451

Amounts written down at the end of the period

8521P

Changes during the period
Recorded

8471

Written back

8481

Acquisitions from third parties

8491

Cancelled owing to sales and disposals

8501

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8511

Amounts written down at the end of the period
Uncalled amounts at the end of the period
Changes during the period (+)/(-)

8521
8551P
8541

Uncalled amounts at the end of the period

8551

NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR

(280)

Affiliated companies – receivables
NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR
Changes during the period
Additions

72

281P
8581

Repayments

8591

Amounts written down

8601

Amounts written back

8611

Exchange rate differences (+)/(-)

8621

Other (+)/(-)

8631

NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR

(281)

TOTAL AMOUNTS WRITTEN OFF ON RECEIVABLES AT THE END OF THE PERIOD

8651

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

61,438.50
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Enterprises linked by a participating interest – participating interests and shares
CODES
Acquisition value at the end of the period

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

8392P

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR
116,709.64

Changes during the period
Acquisitions

8362

Sales and disposals

8372

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8382

Acquisition value at the end of the period
Revaluation surpluses at the end of the period

8392

116,709.64

8452P

1.25

Changes during the period
Recorded

8412

Acquisitions from third parties

8422

Cancelled

8432

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8442

Revaluation surpluses at the end of the period

8452

Amounts written down at the end of the period

8522P

1.25

Changes during the period
Recorded

8472

Written back

8482

Acquisitions from third parties

8492

Cancelled owing to sales and disposals

8502

Transfers from one heading to another (+)/(-)

8512

Amounts written down at the end of the period
Uncalled amounts at the end of the period
Changes during the period (+)/(-)

8522
8552P
8542

Uncalled amounts at the end of the period

8552

NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR

(282)

116,710.89

Other enterprises – receivables
Net Book Value At The End Of The Financial Year

285/8P

11,300.00

Changes during the period
Additions

8583

Repayments

8593

Amounts written down

8603

Amounts written back

8613

Exchange rate differences (+)/(-)

8623

Other (+)/(-)
NET BOOK VALUE AT THE END OF THE FINANCIAL YEAR
TOTAL AMOUNTS WRITTEN OFF ON RECEIVABLES AT THE END OF THE PERIOD

8633
285/8P

11,300.00

8653
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Information on holdings
Shareholdings and rights held in other companies
Listed below are enterprises in which the company has a participating interest (recorded under asset headings 280 and
282) and other enterprises in which the company holds rights (recorded under asset headings 284 and 51/53) representing at least 10% of the capital, equity or a class of the shares in the enterprise.

Data from the latest available
annual accounts

Social rights held
Name, full address of the registered office and,
for companies governed by Belgian law, the
company number

Via subsidiaries

Directly
Type
Number

%

%

Annual
accounts
closed on

Currency
code

Own capital

Net
income

(+) or (-)
(in units)

ATRIAS SCRL
Rue de la Chancellerie 17, boîte A
1000 Brussels 1
Belgium
0836.258.873

Shares

58

15.59

0.00

31/12/19

EUR

18,600

0

INTER-REGIES SCRL
Avenue Ariane 5
1200 Woluwé-Saint-Lambert
Belgium
0207.622.758

Shares

4,591

46.29

0.00

31/12/19

EUR

41,485

121,176

Registered
shares

999

99.90

0.00

31/12/19

EUR

44,775

-16,725

RESA INNOVATION ET TECHNOLOGIE SA
Rue Sainte-Marie 11
4000 Liège 1
Belgium
0724.552.089

Cash investments, deferred charges and accrued income
Accruals
CODES

FINANCIAL YEAR

Breakdown of asset heading 490/1 if the amount is significant

74

Other charges to be carried forward

6,975,680.06

Other products acquired

47,014,119.62
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Statement of capital and shareholding structure
Statement of capital
CODES

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

Capital
Capital subscribed at the end of the period

100P

657,880,492.30

Capital subscribed at the end of the period

(100)

657,880,492.30

CODES

AMOUNTS

NUMBER OF SHARES

657,880,492.30

9,063,477

Changes during the period
Capital represented
Share categories
Registered shares
Registered shares

8702

Dematerialised shares

8703

CODES

9,063,477

UNCALLED AMOUNT

CALLED AMOUNT
UNPAID

Unpaid capital
Uncalled capital

(101)

Called capital unpaid

8712

Shareholders owing payment

Provisions for other liabilities and charges
Breakdown of liability heading 164/5 if the amount is significant
FINANCIAL YEAR
Provisions for other liabilities and charges

12,872,504.79
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Statement of amounts payable, accrued charges
and deferred income
Breakdown of amounts originally payable after more than one year by residual term
CODES

FINANCIAL YEAR

8801

6,854,664.11

Current portion of amounts payable after more than one year
Financial debts
Subordinated loans

8811

Unsubordinated debentures

8821

Leasing, finance and similar debts

8831

Credit institutions

8841

Other loans

8851

Trade debts

8861

Suppliers

8871

Notes payable

8881

Advance payments for orders

8891

Other amounts payable

8901

TOTAL AMOUNTS PAYABLE AFTER MORE THAN ONE YEAR DUE WITHIN THE YEAR

6,854,664.11

(42)

6,854,664.11

8802

17,366,732.65

Amounts payable within one to five years
Financial debts
Subordinated loans

8812

Unsubordinated debentures

8822

Leasing, finance and similar debts

8832

Credit institutions

8842

Other loans

8852

Trade debts

8862

Suppliers

8872

Notes payable

8882

Advance payments for orders

8892

Other amounts payable

8902

TOTAL AMOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN ONE TO FIVE YEARS

17,366,732.65

8912

17,366,732.65

8803

521,382,450.10

Amounts payable after more than five years
Financial debts
Subordinated loans

8813

Unsubordinated debentures

8823

Leasing, finance and similar debts

8833

Credit institutions

8843

Other loans

8853

Trade debts

76

21,382,450.10

8863

Suppliers

8873

Notes payable

8883

Advance payments for orders

8893

Other amounts payable

8903

TOTAL AMOUNTS PAYABLE WITHIN ONE TO FIVE YEARS

500,000,000.00

8913

521,382,450.10
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Secured debts (included under liability headings 17 and 42/48)
CODES

FINANCIAL YEAR

8921

23,579,716.18

Amounts payable guaranteed by Belgian public authorities
Financial debts
Subordinated loans

8931

Unsubordinated debentures

8941

Leasing, finance and similar debts

8951

Credit institutions

8961

Other loans

8971

Trade debts

8981

Suppliers

8991

Notes payable

9001

Advance payments for orders

9011

Remuneration and social security

9021

Other amounts payable
TOTAL AMOUNTS PAYABLE GUARANTEED BY BELGIAN PUBLIC AUTHORITIES

23,579,716.18

9051
9061

23,579,716.18
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Taxes, remuneration and social security
CODES

FINANCIAL YEAR

Taxes (liability headings 450/3 and 178/9)
Tax debts due

9072

Tax debts not yet due

9073

Estimated taxes payable

3,313,086.14

450

Remuneration and social security (liability headings 454/9 and 178/9)
Amounts due to the Belgian national social security office

9076

Other amounts payable relating to remuneration and social security

9077

10,718,172.79

CODES

FINANCIAL YEAR

Accruals

Breakdown of liability heading 492/3 if the amount is significant
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Other charges to be allocated

5,059,209.63

Other income to be carried forward

3,122,026.89
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Operating result
Operating income
CODES

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

294,595,427.86

287,335,010.46

740

63,707.18

19,074.26

CODES

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

Net turnover
Breakdown by activity category
Turnover
Breakdown by geographical market
Other operating income
Operating subsidies and compensatory amounts obtained from public authorities

Operating costs
Employees for whom the company has submitted a DIMONA declaration
or who are recorded in the general personnel register
Total number at the closing date

9086

899

891

Average number of employees calculated in full-time equivalents

9087

877.5

478.2

Number of hours actually worked

9088

1,406,554

784,222

Remuneration and direct social benefits

620

54,353,633.71

27,820,181.98

Employer’s social security contributions

621

26,004,975.14

14,225,385.82

Employer’s premiums for extra-statutory insurance

622

383,531.99

199,586.30

Other personnel costs

623

919,003.20

3,902,357.70

Retirement and survivors’ pensions

624

1,232,761.90

1,011,971.84

Personnel costs

Provisions for pensions and similar obligations
Allocations (uses and write-backs) (+)/(-)

635

Amounts written off
Stocks and orders in progress
Recorded

9110

Written back

9111

112,773.53

Trade receivables
Recorded

9112

9,483,758.17

2,061,822.96

Written back

9113

5,152,457.34

340,959.28

Provisions

9115

4,226,130.00

734,887.48

Uses and write-backs

9116

1,723,127.75

722,616.22

Provisions for liabilities and charges

Other operating costs
Taxes related to operation
Other

640

655,749.28

486,890.86

641/8

19,624,304.74

20,558,138.83

Temporary staff and personnel made available to the company
Total number at the closing date

9096

8

5

Average number calculated as full-time equivalents

9097

5.4

4.5

Number of hours actually worked

9098

10,232

8,813

617

256,117.36

203,617.54

Costs to the company
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Financial result
Recurring financial income
CODES

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

Capital subsidies

9125

98,228.49

95,538.67

Interest subsidies

9126

29,665.79

275.42

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

247,723.93

149,008.62

Other financial income
Subsidies granted by public authorities and recorded as income for the period

Breakdown of other financial income
Exchange rate differences

754

Other
Other financial income

Recurring financial charges
CODES
Depreciation of borrowing costs

6501

Capitalised interest

6502

Amounts written off current assets
Recorded

6510

Written back

6511

Other financial charges
Discounts granted by the company when negotiating receivables

653

Financial provisions
Allocations

6560

Uses and write-backs

6561

Breakdown of other financial charges
Exchange rate differences

654

Currency exchange differences

655

Other
Other financial charges
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Income and charges of exceptional size or importance

NON-RECURRING INCOME
Non-recurring operating income
Write-back of depreciation and amounts written off
on intangible and tangible fixed assets
Write-back of provisions for exceptional operating liabilities and charges
Capital gains on disposal of intangible and tangible fixed assets
Other non-recurring operating income
Non-recurring financial income
Write-back of amounts written down for financial fixed assets

CODES

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

76

103,368.04

221,813.71

(76A)

103,368.04

221,813.71

7630

60,233.49

178,639.57

764/8

43,134.55

43,174.14

66

8,948,584.14

1,609,978.99

(66A)

8,948,584.14

1,609,978.99

8,948,584.14

1,609,978.99

760
7620

(76B)
761

Write-back of provisions for exceptional financial liabilities and charges

7621

Capital gains on disposal of financial fixed assets

7631

Other non-recurring financial income
NON-RECURRING EXPENSES
Non-recurring operating costs
Non-recurrent depreciation and amounts written off on start-up costs
and intangible and tangible fixed assets
Provisions for exceptional operating liabilities and charges:
allocations (uses) (+)/(-)
Capital losses on disposal of intangible and tangible fixed assets
Other non-recurring operating costs
Non-recurring operating costs transferred to assets as restructuring costs (-)
Non-recurring financial charges
Amounts written down for financial fixed assets

769

660
6620
6630
664/7
6690
(66B)
661

Provisions for exceptional financial liabilities and charges:
allocations (uses) (+)/(-)

6621

Capital losses on disposal of financial fixed assets

6631

Other non-recurring financial charges
Non-recurring financial charges transferred to assets as restructuring costs (-)

668
6691
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Income taxes and other taxes
Income taxes
CODES

FINANCIAL YEAR

9134

14,760,875.41

Taxes and withholding taxes due or paid

9135

20,476,748.53

Excess income tax prepayments and withholding taxes paid recorded under assets

9136

5,715,873.12

Estimated additional taxes

9137

Taxes on income for the period

Taxes on the income from prior periods

9138

Additional taxes due or paid

9139

Additional taxes estimated or provided for

9140

Main sources of differences between the profit before taxes as stated in the annual accounts
and the estimated taxable profit
Expenses not allowed

2,036,458.07

Zero-rated amounts written off

-5,644,412.16

Taxshelter exemptions

-1,999,750.00

Impact of non-recurring income on the amount of taxes on income for the financial year
Sources of deferred taxes
Deferred tax assets

9141

Total tax losses deductible from subsequent taxable profits

9142

Deferred tax liabilities

9144

Breakdown of deferred tax liabilities

Value added taxes and other taxes borne by third parties
CODES

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

To the company (deductible)

9145

111,597,021.64

72,198,636.34

By the company

9146

147,957,005.07

111,311,377.58

For payroll withholding taxes

9147

15,869,141.50

8,107,135.31

For withholding taxes on investment income

9148

Value added taxes charged

Amounts withheld on behalf of third parties

Additional retirement or survivors’ pension schemes introduced to benefit staff
or senior executives
Brief description
RESA SA Intercommunale’s contracted staff benefit from defined contribution group insurance.
This was taken out by Enodia during the 2014 financial year and followed the staff when they were transferred to RESA SA
Intercommunale.
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Relationships with affiliated companies, associated companies
and other companies linked by participating interests
Affiliated companies

Financial fixed assets
Shareholdings

CODES

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

(280/1)

61,438.50

61,438.50

-280

61,438.50

61,438.50

5,020,039.68

5,805,270.10

5,020,039.68

5,805,270.10

11,895,038.60

5,787,838.07

11,895,038.60

5,787,838.07

Subordinated amounts receivable

9271

Other receivables

9281

Receivables

9291

Over one year

9301

Within one year

9311

Short-term investments

9321

Registered

9331

Receivables

9341

Amounts payable

9351

Over one year

9361

Within one year

9371

Personal and real guarantees
Provided or irrevocably promised by the company as security for debts
or commitments of affiliated companies

9381

Provided or irrevocably promised by affiliated companies as security for debts or
commitments of the company

9391

Other significant financial obligations

9401

Financial result
Income from financial fixed assets

9421

Income from current assets

9431

Other financial income

9441

Debt charges

9461

Other financial charges

9471

Disposal of fixed assets
Capital gains obtained

9481

Capital losses suffered

9491
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Other enterprises linked by participating interests

Financial fixed assets
Shareholdings

CODES

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

9252

116,710.89

116,710.89

9262

116,710.89

116,710.89

4,708,022.49

4,413,469.67

4,413,469.67

Subordinated amounts receivable

9272

Other receivables

9282

Receivables
Over one year

9292
9302

Within one year

9312

4,708,022.49

Amounts payable

9352

266,748.13

Over one year

9362

Within one year

9372

266,748.13

Transactions with related parties carried out under conditions other
than those of the market
FINANCIAL YEAR
Descriptions of these transactions, if they are significant, including the amount and the nature
of the relationship with the related party, together with any other information about the transactions
that may be necessary for a better understanding of the company’s financial position
None
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Financial relationships with
Directors and managers, individuals or legal entities who control the
company directly or indirectly without being associated with it or
other companies controlled directly or indirectly by these persons

CODES

FINANCIAL YEAR

Amounts receivable from these persons
Conditions on amounts receivable, interest rates, durations, amounts
repaid, cancelled or waived

9500

Guarantees provided in their favour

9501

Other significant commitments undertaken in their favour

9502

Direct and indirect remuneration and pensions included in the income statement
as long as this disclosure does not concern the situation of a single identifiable
person exclusively or primarily
To directors and managers
To former directors and former managers

9503

84,308.44

9504

The auditor(s) or people they are linked to
CODES

FINANCIAL YEAR

9505

48,000.00

Other certification missions

95061

25,500.00

Tax consultancy

95062

Other missions external to the audit

95063

Auditors’ fees
Fees for exceptional services or special missions
carried out within the company by the auditor(s)

Fees for exceptional services or special missions carried out within the company
by persons to whom the auditor(s) is/are linked
Other certification missions

95081

Tax consultancy

95082

Other missions external to the audit

95083

2,000.00

Note in application of article 3:64 sections 2 and 4 of the Companies and Associations Code
The other certification tasks entrusted to the auditor consist of the preparation of:

►► the specific report relating to tables 1A (balance sheet) and 2A (income statement), the 2019 annual
tariff reports as well as specific reports relating to the agreed procedures concerning the regulated
electricity and gas sectors. These reports are intended for the Walloon Energy Commission (CWaPE)
►► the specific report relating to the federal contribution collected and paid by RESA. This report is
intended for the Electricity and Gas Regulation Commission (CREG)
The auditor was also commissioned to provide tax consultancy on RESA SA Intercommunale’s exit
from the NETHYS VAT unit
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Financial derivatives not evaluated at their fair value
For each category of financial derivatives not evaluated at their fair value

2020 FINANCIAL YEAR

86

2019 FINANCIAL YEAR

Category of financial
derivatives

Hedged risk

Speculation
/ hedging

Volume

Accounting
value

Fair
value

Accounting
value

Fair
value

IRS

EVOLUTION
EURIBOR

Hedging

371,200

0.00

-8,131.00

0.00

-22,751.00

IRS

EVOLUTION
EURIBOR

Hedging

500,000

0.00

-12,091.58

0.00

-33,587.07
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Declaration on the consolidated accounts
Information to be completed by companies subject to company and association
law on consolidated accounts
The company does not prepare consolidated accounts or a consolidated management report, as it is exempt
from this obligation for the following reason(s):
The company only has subsidiaries that are of negligible interest with regard to the assessment of consolidated assets,
the consolidated financial position or the consolidated result, both individually and collectively* (article 3:23 of the Companies and Associations Code)
The company is itself a subsidiary of a parent company that prepares and publishes consolidated accounts, in which its
annual accounts are included by consolidation:

►► In this case, evidence of compliance with the exemption conditions specified in article 3:26, sections 2 and 3 of the
Companies and Associations Code:

• The parent company prepares and publishes consolidated accounts data for the widest scope.
• The consolidation exemption for the 2019 and 2020 accounting years was voted on at the general meeting of RESA
SA Intercommunale on 17 June 2020.

• Name, full address of the registered office and, for companies governed by Belgian law, the company number of the
parent company that prepares and publishes consolidated accounts by virtue of which the exemption is authorised:
Enodia SCIRL
Rue Louvrex 95
4000 Liège 1, Belgique
0204.245.277

Information to be completed by the company if it is a subsidiary or joint subsidiary
Name, full address of the registered office and, for companies governed by Belgian law, the company number of the parent
company(ies) and a statement of whether the parent company(ies) prepare(s) and publish(es) consolidated accounts in
which the company’s annual accounts are included through consolidation*:
Enodia SCIRL
Rue Louvrex 95
4000 Liège 1, Belgique
0204.245.277
The parent company prepares and publishes consolidated accounts data for the widest scope.
If the parent company(ies) is (are) governed by foreign law, location where the consolidated accounts can be obtained*:
* If the company’s accounts are consolidated at several levels, the information should be given for the widest scope on the one hand and for the smallest
group of companies to which the company belongs as a subsidiary and for which consolidated accounts are prepared and published on the other hand.
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4.5 Social balance sheet

Employee statement
Employees for whom the company has submitted a DIMONA declaration
or who are recorded in the general personnel register

DURING THE PERIOD

CODES

TOTAL

1. MEN

2. WOMEN

Full-time

1001

826.3

703.6

122.7

Part-time

1002

67.7

39.9

27.8

Total full-time equivalent (FTE)

1003

877.5

734.8

142.7

1011

1,323,609

1,127,458

196,151

AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

NUMBER OF HOURS ACTUALLY WORKED
Full-time
Part-time

1012

82,945

50,531

32,414

Total

1013

1,406,554

1,177,989

228,565

Full-time

1021

75,472,894.62

63,200,270.88

12,272,623.74

Part-time

1022

6,188,249.42

3,645,358.44

2,542,890.98

Total

1023

81,661,144.04

66,845,629.32

14,815,514.72

TOTAL

1. MEN

2. WOMEN

PERSONNEL COSTS

BENEFITS IN ADDITION TO WAGES

DURING THE PREVIOUS PERIOD

88

1033

CODES

Average number of employees

1003

478.2

401.3

76.9

Number of hours actually worked

1013

784,222

647,522

136,700

Personnel costs

1023

46,147,511.80

38,181,609.15

7,965,902.65

Benefits in addition to wages

1033
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AT THE CLOSING DATE OF THE PERIOD
Number of employees

CODES

1. FULL-TIME

2. PART-TIME

3. TOTAL
FULL-TIME
EQUIVALENT

105

840

59

884.9

110

840

59

884.9

By employment contract type
Permanent contract
Fixed-term contract

111

Contract for execution of a specifically assigned task

112

Replacement contract

113

By gender and educational level
Men

120

709

36

737.5

1200

54

2

55.2

secondary education

1201

468

29

491.6

further education (non-university)

1202

139

5

142.7

university education

1203

48

primary education

Women

48

121

131

23

primary education

1210

6

4

147.4
8.6

secondary education

1211

42

7

46.8

further education (non-university)

1212

55

8

61.4

university education

1213

28

4

30.6

By professional category
Management staff

130

138

4

140.6

Clerical workers

134

406

38

435.7

Manual workers

132

296

17

308.6

Other

133

Temporary staff and personnel made available
to the company
DURING THE PERIOD

CODES

1. TEMPORARY
STAFF

Average number of people working

150

5.4

Number of hours actually worked

151

10,232

152

256,117.36

Costs to the company

2. PERSONNEL MADE
AVAILABLE TO
THE COMPANY
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Table of personnel changes
during the period
Arrivals

AT THE CLOSING DATE OF THE PERIOD

1. FULL-TIME

205

42

42.0

Permanent contract

210

42

42.0

Fixed-term contract

211

Contract for execution of a specifically assigned task

212

Replacement contract

213

Number of employees for whom the company submitted
a DIMONA declaration or who were added to the general
personnel register during the financial year

2. PART-TIME

3. TOTAL
FULL-TIME
FULL-TIME

CODES

By employment contract type

Departures

CODES

1. FULL-TIME

2. PART-TIME

3. TOTAL
FULL-TIME
FULL-TIME

Number of employees whose contract termination date was
indicated in a DIMONA declaration or in the general personnel
register during the financial year

305

31

3

33.5

By employment contract type

310

31

3

33.5

22

2

23.6

AT THE CLOSING DATE OF THE PERIOD

Permanent contract

311

Fixed-term contract

312

Contract for execution of a specifically assigned task

313

Replacement contract
By reason for contract termination
Retirement

341

Unemployment with company allowance

342

5

Dismissal

343

4

Other reason

350

Number of people continuing, at least part-time,
to provide services to the company on a freelance basis

90

340

5.0
1

4.9
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Information on staff training
during the period

AT THE CLOSING DATE OF THE PERIOD

CODES

MEN

CODES

WOMEN

5801

354

5811

72

INITIATIVES FOR CONTINUED PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
OF A FORMAL NATURE AT THE COST OF THE EMPLOYER
Number of employees affected
Number of training hours attended

5802

3,552

5812

479

Net cost to the company

5803

895,788.81

5813

122,241.38

gross cost directly linked to training

58031

838,216.69

58131

114,484.58

contributions or payments to collective funds

58032

57,572.12

58132

7,756.80

subsidies and other financial benefits received
(to be deducted)

58033

58133

INITIATIVES FOR CONTINUED PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
OF A LESS FORMAL OR INFORMAL NATURE
AT THE EMPLOYER'S EXPENSE
Number of employees affected

5821

5831

Number of training hours attended

5822

5832

Net cost to the company

5823

5833

INITIATIVES FOR INITIAL PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
AT THE EMPLOYER'S EXPENSE
Number of employees affected

5841

5851

Number of training hours attended

5842

5852

Net cost to the company

5843

5853
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4.6 Valuation rules

Preamble
RESA has received contributions from the Publifin
intermunicipal agency for the electricity activity
sector since 1 January 2014 and for the gas sector
since 1 January 2015. These contributions follow
accounting continuity, and the valuation rules previously applicable to assets and liabilities within
Publifin SCIRL continue to apply.
These valuation rules have been integrated as follows:

ASSETS
1. Start-up costs
These consist of costs for changes of voltage,
staff training costs and bond issue costs. These
are valued at direct cost and are fully depreciated
in the year of acquisition.

2. Intangible fixed assets
These include:

►► office and other software valued at the acquisition price and depreciated linearly over five
or ten years;
►► costs of studies and research, valued at their direct
costs and depreciated linearly over five years;
►► goodwill resulting from mergers by absorption
would in principle have been allocated fully or
partly to the different asset items acquired through
the merger. These are mainly related to customers and the network of the absorbed entity.
They are depreciated linearly over ten years pro
rata for the first year, which corresponds to the
depreciation period usually observed for this
activity sector.

3. Tangible fixed assets
a) General notes:
All the customers of the Electricity and Gas Distribution Network Operator or DNO have been liberalised since 1 January 2007.
In this context, the CREG (the Electricity and Gas
Regulation Commission) has applied a set of valuation rules, depreciation rates and residual values
for the fixed assets for which it has legal competence since 2001. The valuation rules have been
adapted accordingly since the fiscal year 2007.
From 2014, authority for setting prices was transferred to the Walloon regional regulator, the Walloon Energy Commission (CWaPE).
b) Valuation:
Tangible fixed assets are valued at the net revalued
book value (possibly limited to predefined residual
values for assets within the regulator’s jurisdiction
acquired before 2002), i.e. the acquisition value
or the direct cost price is increased by the added
value, by general expenses at a percentage of
the acquisition value (16.5% until 2007, 32.15%
from 2008 to 2012 for tangible fixed assets in the
electricity sector and 16.5% until 2012 for the gas
sector, and then a percentage determined annually
based on the fiscal year from 2013 for both sectors) and reduced by interventions by third parties
and recorded depreciation.
c) Revaluation:
Tangible fixed assets can be revalued in accordance with article 3:35 of the royal decree of 29
April 2019 implementing the Companies and Associations Code.
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d) Ordinary depreciation:

4. Financial fixed assets

Tangible fixed assets are systematically subjected
to depreciation in accordance with articles 3:23
to 3:27 of the royal decree of 29 April 2019 implementing the Companies and Associations Code.
Depreciation is applied linearly and pro rata at the
following rates:

Financial fixed assets are listed as assets on the
balance sheet at their nominal value or their acquisition value subject to deduction of uncalled
amounts. Reductions in value are applied for longlasting or permanent losses.

ELECTRICITY SECTOR
►► 2% on administrative buildings;
►► 3% on 15 kV and low-voltage network buildings
and substations;
►► 2% on low-voltage and high-voltage lines;
►► 3% on other low-voltage and high-voltage electrical
equipment;
►► 10% on furniture, tools and electronic equipment;
►► 20% on vehicles;
►► 20% on computer hardware.

5.	Amounts receivable after more than
one year

GAS SECTOR
►► 2% on administrative buildings;
►► 3% on industrial buildings;
►► 3% on stations, substations and cabinets;
►► 2% on pipes;
►► 3% on connection works;
►► 3% on meters;
►► 10% on prepayment meters;
►► 10% on telemetry systems;
►► 10% on furniture, facilities, machinery and
equipment;
►► 20% on vehicles

Stocks are valued at the weighted average unit
price. It is subject to reductions or recoveries in
value, taking into account the condition of the stock
on the date the financial year closes. Work in progress is valued at direct production cost.

e) Withdrawals:
In the event of withdrawals (disposals), the net
revalued book value is reduced for all or part of
the depreciation record concerned.
For the specific case of revaluation gains recorded
in accordance with the CREG guidelines, these
are subject to a reduction in value of 2% annually
as a decommissioning estimate (imposed by the
regulator).

These are listed as assets on the balance sheet
at their nominal value or their acquisition value
subject to deduction of any reductions in value
for long-lasting or permanent losses.

6. Stocks and production in progress

7. Amounts receivable within one year
Amounts receivable within a year are recorded
at face value. A value reduction is established for
estimated doubtful amounts.

8. Cash investments and disposable
assets
These are included in the balance sheet at their
nominal value and fixed-income securities at their
acquisition value.

9. Accruals
Accruals are valued at their nominal value.
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LIABILITIES
1. Reserves
The allocation to the legal reserve takes place in
accordance with article 7:211 of the Companies
and Associations Code.

2. Capital subsidies
These are listed at their nominal value.
They are transferred annually to the income statement at the same rate as the depreciation of the
investment concerned.

3. Provisions for liabilities and charges
Provisions are made to deal with foreseeable risks
or costs. Provisions are recovered when they are
no longer justified and used when the risk or cost
arises. An annual adjustment is carried out.

4. Amounts payable
They are listed at their nominal value.

5. Accruals
Accruals are valued at their nominal value.

2019–2023 pricing
methodology and authorised
revenue
The 2019–2023 methodology currently in force was
published by the regulator on 17 July 2017, ending
the four-year transitional period that followed the
transfer of power for setting prices from the federal
government to the regions in July 2014.
The methodology is based on a “revenue cap”
approach that will strengthen incentives. It requires
the DNO to cut the costs within its control every
year by a cumulative amount of 1.5% over 4 years
(the X factor), heightening regulatory pressure on
the DNO’s operational activities. It also introduces
an evolving factor linked to quality of service (the
Q factor). This factor has been set at 0 for the
2019–2023 period, but during the next regulatory
period its value will be directly linked to
quality indicators to be established in the short term
by the DNOs. The regulator is currently working with
the DNOs to put these quality indicators in place.
The 2019–2023 methodology also divides the pricing process into two phases: the establishment
of an Authorised Revenue corresponding to an
annual tariff budget for each year of the regulatory
period and the translation of this authorised revenue into distribution tariffs for electricity and gas.
The authorised revenue corresponds to the income the DNO can charge for its electricity and
gas distribution activities.

OFF BALANCE SHEET
1. Rights and commitments
These are recorded at their nominal value.
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4.7 Important events since the
close of the financial year

1. DNO approval
renewal process

2. Health crisis linked to the Covid-19
coronavirus pandemic

On 16 February 2021, the Minister of Energy, Philippe Henry, published a notice in the Belgian official journal about the renewal of the designated
electricity and gas distribution network operators.

As described above, government action was taken
as early as March 2020 to address the health crisis
related to the spread of the Covid-19 coronavirus.
Some of these measures have continued during
the first four months of 2021, including the obligation to work from home. However, the operational
impacts of the measures have been kept under
control thanks to the various activities carried out
internally by the in-house health and safety department (rearranging offices, organising tests
etc.).

This procedure, set out in the decrees on the organisation of the regional gas and electricity markets, specifies that municipalities that are members
of an electricity and/or gas distribution network
operator must issue a transparent and non-discriminatory call for applications within the next
year, individually or collectively, in order to select
a candidate distribution network operator in their
territory. The designation, approved by the Walloon government, will be valid for the
next twenty years.
The company has since begun an information process for all the municipalities it serves with both
gas and electricity in order to advise them about
the renewal procedure and to answer any questions on RESA’s future investments in their territory.
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4.8 Balance sheet
and income statement:
RESA SA Intercommunale
by sector
from 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020
(in euros)

DNO

FIXED ASSETS
I. Start-up costs

GAS

OTHER

RESA

667,935,194.31

24,182.52

1,390,074,430.21

-

-

-

-

II. Intangible fixed assets

12,836,086.32

6,174,729.91

-

19,010,816.23

III. Tangible fixed assets

709,138,188.00

661,711,794.07

24,182.52

1,370,874,164.59

A. Land and buildings

21,020,003.12

9,659,832.10

-

30,679,835.22

628,615,639.23

608,231,968.94

24,182.52

1,236,871,790.69

3,072,877.45

2,117,573.95

-

5,190,451.40

-

-

-

-

B. Plant, machinery and equipment
C. Furniture and vehicles
D. Leasing and finance
E. Other tangible fixed assets
F. AUC and advance payments
IV. Financial fixed assets

-

-

-

-

56,429,668.20

41,702,419.08

-

98,132,087.28

140,779.06

48,670.33

-

189,449.39

A. Affiliated companies

61,438.50

-

-

61,438.50

B. Other companies

68,940.56

47,770.33

-

116,710.89

C. Other financial fixed assets

10,400.00

900.00

-

11,300.00

138,094,215.85

72,631,134.86

5,067,343.00

215,792,693.71

(26,526.05)

1,000,000.00

-

973,473.95

(26,526.05)

1,000,000.00

-

973,473.95

13,354,236.60

4,969,158.09

-

18,323,394.69

12,878,878.39

4,969,158.09

-

17,848,036.48

12,878,878.39

4,969,158.09

-

17,848,036.48

2. Work in progress

-

-

-

-

B. Orders in progress

475,358.21

-

-

475,358.21

58,031,310.45

48,888,571.96

5,067,343.00

111,987,225.41

A. Trade receivables

50,228,633.14

20,081,388.98

2,857,690.50

73,167,712.62

B. Other receivables

7,802,677.31

28,807,182.98

2,209,652.50

38,819,512.79

-

-

-

-

CURRENT ASSETS
V. Amounts receivable in over one year
B. Other receivables
VI. Stocks and orders in progress
A. Stocks
1. Supplies

VII. Amounts receivable within one year

VIII. Short-term investments
IX. Cash and cash equivalents

30,518,799.98

-

-

30,518,799.98

X. Accruals

36,216,394.87

17,773,404.81

-

53,989,799.68

860,209,269.23

740,566,329.17

5,091,525.52

1,605,867,123.92

ASSETS
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DNO
ELEC

GAS

OTHER

RESA

OWN CAPITAL

439,911,075.30

365,509,639.42

776,883.59

806,197,598.31

I. Capital

360,208,712.12

297,671,780.18

-

657,880,492.30

360,208,712.12

297,671,780.18

-

657,880,492.30

B. Uncalled capital

-

-

-

-

II. Other than capital

-

-

-

-

III. Revaluation gains

-

-

-

-

76,129,202.09

64,224,582.39

776,883.59

141,130,668.07

9,303,996.05

6,976,504.63

-

16,280,500.68

-

-

-

-

C. Untaxed reserves

1,797,315.00

1,797,315.00

-

3,594,630.00

D. Available reserves

65,027,891.04

55,450,762.76

776,883.59

121,255,537.39

1,157,479.71

2,078,655.05

-

3,236,134.76

-

-

-

-

A. Subscribed capital

IV. Reserves
A. Legal reserve
B. R
 eserves not available under the articles of
association

V. Income carried forward
Profit for the period
Loss for the period

-

-

-

-

1,157,479.71

2,078,655.05

-

3,236,134.76

2,415,681.38

1,534,621.80

-

3,950,303.18

PROVISIONS AND DEFERRED TAXES

9,718,621.79

2,630,465.30

523,417.70

12,872,504.79

VII. A. Provisions for liabilities and charges

9,718,621.79

2,630,465.30

523,417.70

12,872,504.79

-

-

-

-

9,718,621.79

2,630,465.30

523,417.70

12,872,504.79

-

-

-

-

30,518,799.98

-

-

30,518,799.98

Income carried forward
VI. Capital subsidies

3. Major repairs and maintenance
4. Other risks
VIII. Short-term investments
IX. Cash and cash equivalents
X. Accruals

36,216,394.87

17,773,404.81

-

53,989,799.68

AMOUNTS PAYABLE

410,579,572.14

372,426,224.45

3,791,224.23

786,797,020.82

VIII. Amounts payable after more than one year

203,749,182.75

335,000,000.00

-

538,749,182.75

A. Financial debts
2. Unsubordinated debentures
3. Leasing and finance
4. Credit institutions
D. Other amounts payable
IX. Amounts payable within one year
A. A mounts payable at > 1 year due within
the year
B. Financial debts
1. Credit institutions
2. Other loans

203,749,182.75

335,000,000.00

-

538,749,182.75

165,000,000.00

335,000,000.00

-

500,000,000.00

-

-

-

-

38,749,182.75

-

-

38,749,182.75

-

-

-

-

202,903,893.77

34,663,064.16

2,299,643.62

239,866,601.55

6,854,664.11

-

-

6,854,664.11

30,000,000.00

-

-

30,000,000.00

-

-

-

-

30,000,000.00

-

-

30,000,000.00

C. Trade debts

93,331,194.17

19,715,697.50

385,363.78

113,432,255.45

D. Advance payments for orders

39,672,752.69

2,641,560.55

-

42,314,313.24

E. Taxes, remuneration and social security

13,251,692.58

(224,936.44)

1,004,502.79

14,031,258.93

2,896,927.59

412,035.86

4,122.69

3,313,086.14

10,354,764.99

(636,972.30)

1,000,380.10

10,718,172.79
33,234,109.82

1. Taxes
2. Remuneration and social security

19,793,590.22

12,530,742.55

909,777.05

X. Accruals

F. Other amounts payable

3,926,495.62

2,763,160.29

1,491,580.61

8,181,236.52

LIABILITIES

860,209,269.23

740,566,329.17

5,091,525.52

1,605,867,123.92
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DNO

I. OPERATING INCOME
A. Turnover
B. Stock changes
C. Capitalised production
D. Other operating income
E. Non-recurring operating income

GAS

OTHER

RESA

236,257,815.59

138,567,438.32

2,260,621.20

377,085,875.11

190,656,768.27

101,769,081.82

2,169,577.77

294,595,427.86

-

-

-

-

39,557,876.06

33,114,691.77

-

72,672,567.83

6,027,376.10

3,628,350.93

58,784.35

9,714,511.38

15,795.16

55,313.80

32,259.08

103,368.04

1. Write-back of depreciation

-

-

-

-

2. Write-back of prov. for non-recurr. liabilities and charges

-

-

-

-

12,150.00

48,083.49

-

60,233.49

3,645.16

7,230.31

32,259.08

43,134.55

-198,347,350.77

-105,276,361.15

-1,482,387.60

-305,106,099.52

3. Capital gains on disposal of fixed assets
4. Other non-recurring operating income
II. Operating costs
A. Raw materials and consumables

-27,617,234.31

-8,028,912.42

-279,139.25

-35,925,285.98

-31,026,737.51

-8,360,619.39

-35,109.01

-39,422,465.91

3,409,503.20

331,706.97

-244,030.24

3,497,179.93

B. Miscellaneous services and goods

-64,014,780.65

-35,467,464.52

-2,048,605.39

-101,530,850.56

C. Remuneration, social security costs and pensions

-54,101,883.18

-26,901,511.41

-657,749.45

-81,661,144.04

D. Depreciation, write-downs on fixed assets

-29,479,898.24

-19,213,217.56

-

-48,693,115.80

-4,158,864.98

-1,535,896.29

130,698.54

-5,564,062.73

F. Provisions for liabilities and charges

-2,491,265.09

-1,384,449.70

1,372,712.54

-2,503,002.25

G. Other operating costs

-11,628,011.27

-8,651,738.16

-304.59

-20,280,054.02

I. Non-recurring operating costs

-4,855,413.05

-4,093,171.09

-

-8,948,584.14

1. Depreciation, write-downs on fixed assets

-

-

-

-

2. Provisions for non-recurr. liabilities and charges

-

-

-

-

-4,855,413.05

-4,093,171.09

-

-8,948,584.14

1. Purchases
2. Stock changes

E. Write-downs on stock and trade debts

3. Capital losses on disposal of fixed assets
4. Other non-recurring operating costs

-

-

-

-

OPERATING RESULT

37,910,464.82

33,291,077.17

778,233.60

71,979,775.59

IV. Financial income

94,503.30

36,423.11

-

130,926.41

A. Income from financial fixed assets
B. Income from current assets
C. Other financial income
D. Non-recurring financial income

-

-

-

-

2,092.17

939.96

-

3,032.13

92,411.13

35,483.15

-

127,894.28

-

-

-

-

V. Financial charges

-3,354,733.84

-4,419,497.65

-1,350.01

-7,775,581.50

A. Debt charges

-3,166,157.57

-4,361,700.00

-

-7,527,857.57

B. Amounts written off

-

-

-

-

-188,576.27

-57,797.65

-1,350.01

-247,723.93

-

-

-

-

FINANCIAL RESULT

-3,260,230.54

-4,383,074.54

-1,350.01

-7,644,655.09

XII. INCOME TAXES

-7,986,000.46

-6,501,449.10

-

-14,487,449.56

-8,133,650.42

-6,627,224.99

-

-14,760,875.41

C. Other financial charges
D. Non-recurring financial charges

A. Taxes
B. Tax regul./prov. write-backs
NET INCOME

100

ELEC

147,649.96

125,775.89

-

273,425.85

26,664,233.82

22,406,553.53

776,883.59

49,847,670.94
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Accounting rules
Note in application of the electricity (art. 8 section 2b)
and gas (art. 7 section 4) decrees.
In its internal accounting systems, the network operator keeps separate accounts for its distribution
activities and, where relevant, any other activities, including authorised exempted activities, as if these
activities were carried out by legally separate companies.
The annual accounts include an appendix presenting a balance sheet and an income statement for
each activity category, together with the accounting rules for assets, liabilities, products and expenses
that have been applied to prepare these separate accounts.
The accounting rules for assets, liabilities, products and expenses that have been applied to prepare
these separate accounts are as follows:

►► Accounting operations relating to assets, liabilities, products and expenses that can be directly
attributed to the electricity DNO, gas DNO and other activities are recorded directly in the corresponding separate account;
►► Assets, liabilities, products and expenses that cannot be directly attributed to the electricity DNO,
gas DNO or other activities (such as support functions) are allocated indirectly using objective formulas that are revised regularly and adapted as needed.
All these accounting rules are summarised in a methodology note in accordance with the CD-19f27cwape-0024 guidelines established in application of article 152 of the pricing methodology applicable
to electricity and natural gas distribution network operators in the Walloon region during the regulatory period 2019–2023. In accordance with the same guidelines, they are covered by specific audit
reports submitted to CWaPE.
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4.9 Auditor’s report to the
General Meeting
of Shareholders
on the annual accounts
for the financial year ending
on 31 December 2020

We present this Auditor’s Report as part of the statutory audit of the annual accounts of RESA SA (the
“Company”). The Report includes our report on the annual accounts as well as the other legal and
regulatory obligations. It constitutes an inseparable whole.
We were appointed as auditors by the General Meeting held on 17 April 2020, in accordance with the
proposal of the Board of Directors. Our mandate as auditors expires on the date of the General Meeting deliberating on the annual accounts for the financial year ending on 31 December 2022. We have
carried out the statutory audit of the annual accounts of the Company for a period of seven consecutive financial years.

Report on the annual accounts
Unqualified opinion
We have carried out the statutory audit of the annual accounts of the Company, including the balance
sheet as at 31 December 2020, the income statement for the financial year ended at that date and
the appendix.
These annual accounts report a balance sheet amounting to EUR 1,605,867,123.92 and an income
statement with a profit balance of EUR 49,847,670.94 for the financial year.
In our opinion, these annual accounts provide an accurate reflection of the assets and financial situation of the Company as at 31 December 2020, as well as of its results for the financial year ending on
this date, in accordance with the accounting standards applicable in Belgium.

Basis for the unqualified opinion
We have carried out our audit according to the International Standards on Auditing (ISA) as applicable
in Belgium. Moreover, we have applied the international auditing standards approved by the AASB
and applicable at the closing date, though not yet approved at national level.
Our responsibilities in terms of these standards are more fully described in the section on “Responsibilities of the Auditor regarding the Auditing of Annual Accounts” in this report.
We have adhered to all the ethical requirements that apply to the auditing of annual accounts in Belgium, including the requirements regarding independence.
We have obtained the explanations and information required for our audit from the Board of Directors
and the Company’s officials.
We believe that the evidence we have collected is sufficient and appropriate as a basis for our opinions.
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Key points of the audit
The key points of the audit are the points which, according to our professional judgement, were the
most important in the audit of the annual accounts for the current period. These points were dealt with
in the context of our audit of the annual accounts taken as a whole and in the formation of our opinion
on them. We do not express a separate opinion on these points.

Valuation of tangible fixed assets
Description of the key point of the audit
As at 31 December 2020, tangible fixed assets amounted to EUR 1,370,874,164.59, as detailed in
appendices C-cap 6.3.1 to C-cap 6.3.6 of the annual accounts, representing over 85 % of the company’s total balance sheet.
These tangible fixed assets consist mainly of so-called “regulated” assets that are representative of the
gas and electricity distribution networks. These assets are composed of the value of investment projects
consisting of staff costs, equipment purchases, subcontracting services and fixed-rate indirect costs.
Any third-party contributions received over the same period are deducted from this value. They are
initially recorded on the assets side of the balance sheet under the heading “Assets under construction
and advance payments”, before being transferred to the “Plant, machinery and equipment” section.
Apart from the net historical value of the network, these tangible fixed assets include an iRAB (initial
Regulated Asset Base) capital gain, i.e. the positive difference between the net economic reconstruction value of the tangible fixed assets as at 31 December 2001 and the amortised net book value of the
regulated tangible fixed assets as at 31 December 2001, as approved by the regulator, the Electricity
and Gas Regulation Commission (CREG).
In view of this, the flows and processes, both financial and operational, relating to the activation and
valuation of the “regulated” proportion of the tangible fixed assets are therefore complex.
This, combined with the importance of these tangible fixed assets as a proportion of the balance sheet
total, is the reason why we considered this to be a key point of the audit.

Our audit procedures for the key point of the audit
We reached an understanding of the internal control system for the activation and valuation of “regulated” assets, including controls carried out during the determination of the economic reconstruction
value (iRAB value).
We obtained the table of balances and accounting flows of tangible fixed assets and reconciled it
against the general accounting system. In addition, we checked the following for a sample of “regulated” assets acquired, transferred or disposed of during the 2020 accounting year:
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►► The nature (definition of fixed assets) of the assets recorded during the financial year;
►► The match between the amounts recorded and the ad hoc supporting documents;
►► Compliance with the valuation rules (depreciation rates, lump-sum activations, disposal rules etc.)
laid down by the governance body in the context of closing the annual accounts.
On the basis of these audit procedures, we did not identify any significant exceptions.

Establishing turnover from regulated activities
Description of the key point of the audit
As described in appendix C-cap 6.19 of the annual accounts and in the management report, the income the DNO can charge for its electricity and gas distribution activities is known as the “Authorised
Revenue”. This concept emerges from the new 2019–2023 pricing methodology, which was published
on the website of the Walloon Energy Commission (CWaPE) on 17 July 2017.
This pricing methodology includes a mechanism for defining turnover involving complex calculation
methods, based on a “Revenue Cap” approach that sets out the Authorised Revenue of the Distribution Network Manager (DNO) for each year of the regulatory period 2019–2023.
Among other things, this pricing methodology distinguishes the controllable costs from the costs that
cannot be controlled by the DNO, and treats them differently as part of the preliminary determination
of the Authorised Revenue. The way controllable costs change between the first year of the period and
the following four years is strictly limited by three parameters set in advance, which are (i) the indexing
rate (1.575%), (ii) the efficiency factor (-1.5%) and (iii) the quality factor (0%).
Any subsequent deviations observed in these controllable costs are considered to represent bonuses/
penalties for the DNO. The non-controllable costs are estimated in advance each year based on the
DNOs’ best estimates. Any deviations subsequently observed in these non-controllable costs, as
well as the differences in volumes (invoiced vs estimated), are considered as receivables/liabilities in
relation to the URDs and constitute the total regulatory balance that must be recognised in the DNO’s
income in addition to the turnover invoiced over the period.
As a result, the company’s methods for calculating the Authorised Revenue are complex and require
management oversight, particularly with respect to the use of correct accounting data, operational
data and the parameters imposed by the regulator.
The use of incorrect accounting or operational data, together with variations in the hypotheses used,
can have a significant impact on the company’s Authorised Revenue. These are the reasons why we
considered this subject to be a key point of the audit.

Our audit procedures for the key point of the audit
As part of our work, we conducted the following audit procedures to check the Authorised Revenue:

►► Evaluating the design of the key controls relating to the calculation of Authorised Revenue, including
those relating to the completeness and accuracy of the underlying data used in the calculation and
senior management’s review controls;
►► Evaluating the appropriateness and coherence of the way expenses and income are classified by
type (controllable and non-controllable), as described in the pricing mechanism;
►► Independently recalculating the Authorised Revenue based on both internal and external documents;
►► Investigating and evaluating the accounting implications of communications and decisions taken
by CWaPE;
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►► Evaluating the adequacy of the appendices to the annual accounts.
On the basis of these audit procedures, we did not identify any significant exceptions.

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors regarding
the drafting of the annual accounts
The Board of Directors is responsible for drawing up the annual accounts, presenting an accurate
image in accordance with the accounting standards applicable in Belgium, as well as for the internal
control system it considers necessary for drawing up annual accounts free from significant
irregularities, whether these result from fraud or errors.
When drawing up the annual accounts, the Board of Directors is responsible for evaluating the company’s capacity to continue its operations, to provide information where applicable about the continuity
of operations and to apply the accounting principle of continuity of operations, unless the Board of
Directors has the intention of putting the company into liquidation or ending its activities, or sees no
realistic alternative solution.

Responsibilities of the Auditors regarding the auditing
of the annual accounts
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance that the annual accounts in their entirety do not
contain any significant irregularities, whether these result from fraud or errors, and to issue an Auditor’s
Report stating our opinion. Reasonable assurance corresponds to a high level of assurance, but this
does not guarantee that an audit carried out in accordance with ISA standards will always be able to
detect any existing significant irregularity. Irregularities may be the result of fraud or error, and are considered significant if it can be reasonably expected that, either individually or cumulatively, they could
influence the economic decisions the users of the annual accounts take on the basis of the accounts.
In carrying out our review, we adhere to the legal, regulatory and normative framework that applies to
the auditing of annual accounts in Belgium. The scope of the statutory audit of the accounts does not
include any assurance of the future viability of the company, or of the efficiency or efficacy with which
the Board of Directors has handled or will handle the company’s affairs.
Our responsibilities for the Board’s implementation of the accounting principle of continuity of operations are described below.
We exercise our professional and critical judgement when conducting an audit in accordance with
ISA standards. Moreover:

►► We identify and evaluate the risks that the annual accounts may include significant irregularities,
whether they result from fraud or errors. We define and make use of audit procedures in response
to these risks and collect sufficient and appropriate evidence on which to base our opinion. The
risk of failing to detect a significant irregularity resulting from fraud is higher than that of a significant
irregularity resulting from an error, as fraud may involve collusion, falsification, voluntary omission,
false declarations or circumvention of internal controls.
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►► We have taken note of the internal controls that are relevant for the audit in order to define appropriate audit procedures under the circumstances, but not with the aim of expressing an opinion on
the efficacy of the company’s internal control system.
►► We assess the appropriateness of the accounting methods used and the reasonableness of the
accounting estimates made by the Board of Directors, as well as the information in this regard provided by the Board.
►► We reach a conclusion about the Board of Directors’ appropriate use of the accounting principle
of continuity of operation and, depending on the evidence we collect, about the existence or nonexistence of significant uncertainty relating to events or situations likely to cast major doubt on the
company’s capacity to pursue its operations. If we conclude that significant uncertainty exists, we
are obliged to draw the attention of readers of our report to the information provided in the annual
accounts with regard to this uncertainty or, if this information is insufficient, to express a modified
opinion. Our conclusions are based on the evidence collected before the date of our report. However, future situations or events may result in the company discontinuing its operations.
►► We assess the overall presentation, structure and content of the annual accounts and evaluate whether they reflect the underlying operations and events in such a way as to provide an accurate image.
We communicate the scope of the audit work and the planned schedule for its completion to the
Board of Directors, along with any major findings resulting from our audit, including any significant
weaknesses in the internal control system.

Other legal and regulatory obligations
Responsibilities of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and content of the management report, the
documents to be submitted in accordance with the legal and regulatory requirements, adherence to
the legal and regulatory requirements applicable to keeping accounts and compliance with the Companies and Associations Code and the company’s articles of association.

Responsibilities of the Auditor
Within the framework of our mandate and in accordance with the Belgian standards that supplement
the International Standards on Auditing (ISA) applicable in Belgium, our responsibility is to verify the
significant aspects of the management report, certain documents to be submitted in accordance with
the legal and regulatory requirements and adherence to the articles of association and certain stipulations of the Companies and Associations Code, as well as to report on these elements.

Aspects related to the management report
Having carried out specific checks on the management report, we are of the opinion that it matches
the annual accounts for the same financial year, and that it has been drawn up in accordance with
articles 3:5 and 3:6 of the Companies and Associations Code.
Within the scope of our audit of the annual accounts, we also have to assess – based specifically on
the knowledge acquired during the audit – whether the management report contains any significant
irregularities, i.e. any incorrectly formulated or otherwise misleading information.
Based on this work, we have found no significant irregularities to report.
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Comment on the social balance sheet
The social balance sheet is to be submitted to the National Bank of Belgium in accordance with article
3:12 section 1 (8) of the Companies and Associations Code. It contains the information required by
the Code with regard to their form and content, including information on salaries and training, and
it does not contain any significant inconsistencies with regard to the information we have used in
carrying out our task.

Comment on independence
►► Our audit firm and our network have not carried out any tasks that are incompatible with the statutory audit of the annual accounts and our audit firm has remained independent of the company
during the course of its mandate.
►► The fees for supplementary tasks compatible with the statutory audit of the annual accounts described in article 3:65 of the Companies and Associations Code have been correctly calculated and
broken down in the appendix to the annual accounts.

Other comments
►► Notwithstanding formal aspects of minor importance, the accounting system used is in accordance
with the legal and regulatory requirements applicable in Belgium.

►► The profit distribution proposed to the General Meeting is in accordance with the legal and statutory requirements.

►► We have found no operation concluded or decision taken in violation of the articles of association
or the Companies and Associations Code to report.
Liège, 29 April 2021.
Auditor
PwC Reviseurs d’Entreprises SRL
Represented by

Patrick Mortroux
Auditor

Michaël Focant
Auditor
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List of successful bidders
for RESA SA public tenders
awarded in 2020
I. Works contracts
Contracting process: negotiated
procedure with a prior call for
competition.
►► Wasseiges – Moxheron Ambresin MV link: Fodetra-Hotton Infra sa

►► Engis and Saint-Georges – SD Engis connection: SM TRTC-Jacobs 2018

►► Maintenance and repair of RESA MV equipment
(6, 10, 11 and 15 kV): Engie Fabricom nv

►► PSO 3 – Labour contract for lighting replacement: Ets. Jacobs sa, Balteau I.E. sa

►► Saint-Georges – MV link between PR Bourse,
Basse Marquet, Trouquette and Champs d’Oiseaux: Yvan Paque sa
►► Electrical installation, cabinet equipment and
cabling work: Heinen sa, Collignon Eng. Sa
►► Wanze – CR Longpré connection: René Lejeune
et Fils sa
►► Wasseiges – MV connection between CR Ferme
CR Piconnette – PR Rue de Jauche CS Lucare
and PR rue de Merdop – Entreprise Boniver sa
►► Wasseiges – MV connection between CR Meefe
– PR Crocq and PR Petit Moulin CS Rue de
Namur CR Piconette: Fodetra-Hotton Infra sa
►► Municipality of Wasseiges - Moxheron Ambresin
MV connection: Fodetra-Hotton Infra S.A.

Contracting process: direct
negotiated procedure with a prior
call for competition.
►► Construction of a building for a new substation:
Batitec sa

►► Preventive and curative maintenance of street
lighting: SM Yvan Paque-Jacobs

►► Supply, maintenance, commissioning and troubleshooting of 110/48/24 VDC rectifier/battery installations in RESA remote-controlled MV cabinets:
CE + T sa
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►► LV electrical connection works: new connections,
metrology, shutdowns, recovery, commissioning:
Newelec sa, SM Modal Installation sa – Cabling
Station Data sa
►► Work related to smart meters (Smart Meter project) and market processes for electricity and
gas. Work to replace gas meters: APK Infra nv,
Newelec sa, Balteau I.E. sa, Soadraep sa, SM
Modal Installation sa – Cabling Station Data sa
►► Town of Seraing – SD Hauts Fourneaux MV link,
LP renewal, section in rue F. Nicolays: Nelles
Frères sa

Contracting process: negotiated
procedure with no prior call for
competition.
►► Installation of 400 fault current indicators: Collignon

►► Work on RESA signal phone cables: VD Cabling
►► Liege – Rue de Droixhe, laying of conduits for
the 630² link between the 6kV SD Bressoux and
the Elia transformer: Global Jordan & Freeman
nv
►► Painting and cleaning gas and electricity cabinets: Stéfanovic sprl
►► Work to redevelop the Pont du Val cabin: Donnay-Monami sa
►► Installation and wiring work for low-voltage equipment in the Bavière 6 kV cabinet: ECV sa
►► Installation and wiring work for low-voltage equipment in the Pont du Val 15 kV electrical cabin:
ECV sa
►► Installation and wiring work for low-voltage equipment in the Engis 15 kV electricity distribution
station: ECV sa
►► Installation and wiring work for low-voltage equipment in the Ougrée Hauts-Fourneaux 15–6 kV
electricity distribution station: ECV sa
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II. Supply contracts
Contracting process: negotiated
procedure with a prior call for
competition.
►► Purchase of prefabricated penetrable cabins
during the 2020–2022 period (supply of the
concrete envelope with its external cladding,
installation of all the electrical equipment and
the internal wiring – MV, LV – installation of the
cabin at the site with all the preparatory work
and the technical acceptance of the electrical
room): Lithobeton sa, CDC-Cabines de Ciney
sa
►► Purchase of 25D60 covers – Joint federal contract
between the DNOs Fluvius, Ores and RESA (led
by Fluvius): SM Elevolt, Teco sa
►► Supplying vehicles with fuel to be taken from
pumps with magnetic cards: Total Belgium sa
►► Empty and equipped boxes for LV electrical
connections up to 63 A: Elecom sa, Teconex sa
►► LV connecting equipment: TE Connectivity Solution GMBH, Nexans Network Solutions nv div.
Euromold
►► Supply of cabinets for LV distribution network:
Teconex sa
►► Supply of 50,000 lamps (PSO 3) for the period
January 2020 to June 2022: Constructions Electriques Schreder sa
►► Supply of energy and telephony cabling – Joint
federal contract with Fluvius, Ores and Sibelga:
Kabelwerk Eupen AG, Général Câbles Celcat
Energia E Telecomunicacoessa, Nexans Benelux sa, Sadinter sa, Cynerpro nv
►► Supply of gas and electricity for RESA sa Intercommunale for the years 2021, 2022 and 2023:
Lampiris sa, Axpo Benelux sa, Luminus sa
►► Supply of 25D60 empty meter modules, 25D60
covers and 25D60 equipped meter modules for
smart meters: Teco sa, ABB Industrial Solutions
(Belgium) bvba, Elecom sa, Entra - L’entraide
par le Travail asbl
►► Supply and delivery of steel pipes for gas pipework at up to 14.71 bar: BG Pipe, Indutube

►► Operational leasing of two 4x4 vehicles for RESA
Operations and Facilities: Arval Belgium nv

►► Operational leasing of nine panel vans for RESA
Operations: J&T Autolease nv

►► Operational leasing of a six-seater passenger
transport vehicle for senior executives (pool
vehicle): J&T Autolease nv
►► Operational leasing of a commercial vehicle for
the training and technical consultancy centre in
Flémalle: Belfius Autolease nv
►► Operational leasing of 40 CNG light commercial vehicles for various RESA departments: J&T
Autolease nv
►► Operational leasing of seven Nissan NV250 panel
vans: J&T Autolease nv
►► Operational leasing of seven Dacia Duster vehicles: J&T Autolease nv
►► Operational leasing of a company vehicle: J&T
Autolease nv
►► Operational leasing of a company vehicle: Arval
Belgium nv
►► Operational leasing of a company vehicle: Belfius
Autolease nv
►► Operational leasing of a company vehicle: Axus
nv

Contracting process: negotiated
procedure with no prior call for
competition.
►► Purchase of 5,000 green certificates per batch
for RESA: Optiment bvba, Enelco

►► Purchase of 5,000 green certificates per batch:
Optiment bvba, Nethys sa

►► Purchase of 5,000 green certificates per batch
for RESA: Optiment bvba

►► Purchase of high-powered panel vans for electricity and gas operations: Peugeot Belgique
Luxembourg sa
►► Acquisition of a crane truck equipped with a
container carrier and accessories for electricity
operations in Hauts-Sarts: Comet Belgium sa
►► Supply and installation of a prefabricated concrete
cabin to contain a 1500 Nm³/h pressure reduction station in Waimes: Lithobeton sa
►► Supply and delivery of steel connectors for wel-
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ding end to end: Piping Products Distribution

►► Supply and delivery of HDPE electrofusion fittings with smooth ends: Vigotec Akatherm sa,
Fischer Georg sa
►► Supply and delivery of road traps and covers:
EJ Benelux Access Solutions, AVK Belgium nv
►► Supply and delivery of coated HDPE tubes:
Infratech sa
►► GRTU SG/6k 3G modems for short-circuit detectors: Gillam FEI-sa
►► Purchase of natural gas network monitoring
equipment for installation in a vehicle: Gazomat
►► Supply of lamps and poles for Liège – Parc de
la Boverie R-4001817: Signify sa, Constructions
Electriques Schreder sa
►► Supply of poles/tubes – Housings and annual
contract: Pylonen de Kerf nv
►► 15kV and 10kV distribution transformers: Schneider Electric Transformers Poland sp.zo.o, CG
Power Systems Ireland Ltd
►► Supply and delivery of mechanical protection
strips: Polytec sa
►► Supply and delivery of natural gas regulators:
Imbema Belgium nv
►► Supply of electrical voltage quality recorders:
CN Rood sa
►► Supply and delivery of metering boxes for natural gas: Evodis sa, Infratech sa
►► Supply and delivery of connection Ts: RMS sprl,
Atelier Berton sa
►► Supply and delivery of protective strips for steel
gas pipes: Trachet sa
►► Acquisition of nine panel vans, 4.3T/max 5T authorised mass for gas and electricity operations:
D’Ieteren sa
►► Acquisition of a 4x4 pick-up for electricity and
gas operations: D’Ieteren sa
►► Supply of steel/HDPE transitions: Infratech sa,
Evodis sa, Vigotec Akatherm sa
►► Purchase of 1200 L52 communication modules
for Landis + Gyr E650 meters: Landis + Gyr sa
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III. Service contracts
Contracting process: negotiated
procedure with a prior call for
competition.
►► Customer gas cabinet maintenance: Tube Belgium sa

►► Public procurement contract based on the I-City
(GIAL) framework agreement for lot 14 IT Services – Technical Writer Senior – Drafting and
implementation of the RESA IT infrastructure
public contract road map: Contraste Europe sa
►► Public procurement contract based on the I-City
(GIAL) framework agreement for lot 15 – Management & Business Consulting – Hiring an Interim
Manager to incorporate change management
into the 2021 projects to be prepared: C5AA
Consortium – AfinIT Consulting
►► Public procurement contract based on the I-City
(lot 14) framework agreement for IT Services
– Programme Manager Senior – Drafting and
implementation of the RESA IT infrastructure
public contract road map: Contraste Europe sa
►► I-City contract: recruitment of a Business Analyst
Junior via the I-City contract. Several possible
lots: lot 15 – Business Analyst, Lot 18 – Process
Architect or Functional Analyst and Lot 19 – Project Management Analyst: Contraste Europe sa
►► I-City contract: Test and Release Manager – Lot
21 – Testing: Asfalys sprl
►► Programme Manager Senior – Study of the
RESA IT hosting strategy based on the I-City
framework agreement – Lot 14 – IT Services:
Contraste Europe sa
►► I-City contract (lot 14): Atrias programme – Project manager for non-functional areas and BI:
Contraste Europe sa
►► I-City contract (lot 19): Atrias programme – Business analyst to support the change manager
and the programme manager: Contraste Europe
sa
►► Outsourced call centre for RESA’s gas and electricity sectors: Multicom Europe sprl
►► Application maintenance: NRB sa, Persolis sa,
Micropole Consulting Belgium nv, Contraste Europe sa
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Contracting process: negotiated
procedure with no prior call for
competition.
►► Audit mission for the 2020, 2021 and 2022 financial years for RESA sa Intercommunale (annual
accounts): PwC Réviseurs d’Entreprise scrl
►► Framework agreement for the organisation of
Haugazel application support and related reporting: Haulogy.Net sa
►► Maintenance contract for the Converge system
during 2020: Landis + Gyr SA
►► AutoCAD drawings of the electricity distribution
network: footprint of the electricity plan: GOE
Abysse sprl – Hydro-Flow sprl
►► Full architectural design service for the development of the RESA site in Jupille: Henri Garcia
sa/sc architecture firm
►► Handling work and rental of lifting equipment:
Samo B sa
►► Maintenance and repair of softeners and dosing
stations: Parisse sa
►► Servicing and maintenance of fire detection systems: Bemac sa
►► Maintenance of the ITSM tool and operational
support for service management: NSI IT Software
and Services sa
►► Organisation of support for the Clearing House
Electricity application and the associated reporting: Haulogy.Net sa
►► Renewal of hosting for the Talexus system: NRB
sa
►► Consultancy and support services for the transformation plan: Agile Maker sprl
►► Researching gas concentration at declining lowpressure connections: Gazomat
►► Adapting our SAP back-end to support smart
metering flows: Delaware Consulting
►► Inspection, technical consultancy and monitoring
of development work: Cousin sprl architecture
firm
►► Inventory of customer cabin risks following the
royal decree of 4 December 2012: Socotec Belgium sprl
►► IT architecture manager and project leader (smart
metering etc.): Iflag sprl
►► Consultancy contract for the launch of a renewable
energy generation activity (to offset network losses
and for RESA’s own needs): Aimulios SCS
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